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Abstract
Introduction: Medication errors are a significant and a growing problem in health care
settings; they are potentially more harmful and have a higher incidence rate in the pediatric
than in the adult hospital departments.
Aim: The main aim of this study is to investigate the nurses‟ perception and experiences of
medication administration errors in pediatric wards at governmental hospitals in Gaza
Governorates, Gaza Strip, Palestine.
Methodology: A quantitative descriptive, analytical cross-sectional design was used. The
researcher used a self-constructed, self-administered questionnaire. The study sample
included all nurses who are working in pediatric wards at governmental hospitals in Gaza
Strip, in total; 189 nurses have completed the questionnaire with a response rate of
85.90%. Pediatric wards were chosen by simple random sample from the governmental
hospitals. Face, content and criterion related validity was done. Reliability testing was
done by using Cronbach‟s Alpha coefficient which was very good (0.871).
Results: medication administration errors that caused no harm, the results showed that
63.6% of the nurses have stated that they did not engage in any error during the past 12
months and 19.3% of them have had less than 3 errors. For medication administration
errors that caused harm, 23.7% of nurses have had less than 3 errors while 10.6% of nurses
have had 3-5 errors. The results also showed that with the increases in the department beds,
the number of errors increased. Wrong time error was the most frequently occurred
medication administration error (34.3%). The most common factor which contributed to
medication administration errors among nurses who are working in pediatric wards was
“short staff nurses” as perceived by 54.25% of the participants. Moreover, the most
perceived barrier of reporting medication administration error was "the blame which is
being placed on the nurse by the institution rather than looking at the system as a potential
cause of the error" as perceived by 62.66% of the participants. The main factor which
increases the nurses‟ likelihood of reporting medication errors was “the presence of
benefits to reporting such as the prevention of future errors, improved practice, or
increased accountability”.
Conclusion: More efforts should be paid by policy makers and managers to identify and
solve underlying causes and barriers of under-reporting of medication administration
errors.
Key Words: Medication administration errors, Perception, Barriers, Reporting.
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اىميخض باىيغت اىؼزبْت
المقدمة  :أخطاء تحضير الدواء ىي مشكمة كبيرة ومتنامية في أماكن الرعاية الصحية  ,ومن المحتمل أن تكون أكثر
األخطاء الدوائية ضر ار ,وأن يكون معدل اإلصابة في األطفال أكثر منو في البالغين.
هدف الدراسة  :اليدف الرئيسي من ىذه الدراسة ىو التحقق من إدراك الممرضين /الممرضات وخبراتيم من أخطاء
تحضير الدواء في أجنحة األطفال في المستشفيات الحكومية في محافظات غزة بقطاع غزة ,فمسطين.
طرق البحث  :تم استخدا م تصميم وصفي تحميمي كمي مقطعي .استخدم الباحث استبانة ذاتية التصميم .وشممت عينة
الدراسة جميع الممرضين  /الممرضات العاممين في أقسام طب األطفال في المستشفيات الحكومية في قطاع غزة ,أكمل
 189ممرض  /ممرضة االستبيان بمعدل استجابة  .٪85.90تم اختيار أجنحة األطفال عن طريق عينة عشوائية
بسيطة من المستشفيات الحكومية .وقد تم تنفيذ الوجو والمحتوى ومعيار الصالحية ذات الصمة .تم اختبار الموثوقية
باستخدام معامل كرونباخ ألفا و كان جيدا جدا (.)0.871
نتائج البحث :بالنسبة لألخطاء التي تحدث أثناء تحضير الدواء و التي لم تسبب ضرر لممريض ,أظيرت النتائج أن
 ٪63.6من الممرضين  /الممرضات ذكروا أنيم لم ينخرطوا في أي خطأ خالل ال  12شي ار الماضية و أن ٪19.3
منيم لدييم أقل من  3أخطاء .بالنسبة لألخطاء التي تحدث أثناء تحضير الدواء و التي تسببت في ضرر ٪23.7 ,من
المشاركين كان لدييم أقل من  3أخطاء في حين أن  ٪10.6من المشاركين كان لدييم  5-3أخطاء .وأظيرت النتائج
أيضا أنو مع زيادة أسرة القسم ,زاد عدد حدوث األخطاء .كان الوقت الخاطئ في إعطاء الدواء لممريض األكثر شيوعا
في أنواع األخطاء وكانت نسبتو ( ,)٪34.3العامل األكثر شيوعا الذي أسيم في حدوث الخطأ الدوائي بين الممرضين
 /الممرضات الذين يعممون في أجنحة األطفال ىو "قمة عدد الموظفين" كما يدرك من قبل  ٪54.25من المشاركين.
وعالوة عمى ذلك ,فإن العائق األكثر إدراكا لإلبالغ عن حدوث الخطأ ىو "الموم الذي يتم وضعو عمى الممرض من
قبل المؤسسة بدال من النظر إلى النظام كسبب محتمل لمخطأ" كما يدرك من قبل  ٪62.66من المشاركين .أكثر
العوامل التي زادت من احتمال إبالغ الممرضين  /الممرضات عن أخطاء تحضير الدواء ىو "وجود فوائد لإلبالغ
مثل منع األخطاء المستقبمية وتحسين الممارسة ,أو زيادة المساءلة".
الخاتمة :ينبغي أن يبذل صانعو السياسات الصحية والمدراء مزيدا من الجيود لتحديد األسباب والعوائق الكامنة وراء
عدم اإلبالغ عن أخطاء تحضير الدواء ,وايجاد الحمول ليا.
الكممات المفتاحية :األخطاء في تحضير الدواء ,اإلدراك ,العوائق  ,اإلبالغ والتوثيق.
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Chapter one
Introduction
1.1 Background
Medication errors (MEs) are common and can cause serious adverse effects and
even death. Registered Nurses are particularly exposed to the risk of making medication
errors since they are involved in the whole medication process which includes preparation,
administration and dispending , they are usually the last link to the patient. Nurses are
spearheading efforts to facilitate better medication management and to prevent medication
errors in the hospital and elsewhere (Kohn, 2000).
The institution of medicine (IOM) estimated that 44.000- 98.000 death annually in
United States (US). The extra medical costs of treating drug-related injuries occurring in
hospitals alone are at least to $3.5 billion a year, and this estimate does not take into
account lost wages and productivity or additional health care costs, the report says (IOM,
2007).
Medication error is defined as :" any preventable events that may cause or lead to
inappropriate medication use or patient harm while the medication is in the control of the
health of care professional, patient, or consumer." And this error may be committed by
physician, pharmacist or nurse (National Coordinating Council for Medication Error
Reporting and Prevention, 2013; Kohn, 2000).
Medication errors (MEs) could occur during (ordering, transcribing, dispending,
administering or monitoring) in medication process. Medication errors are potentially
more harmful and have a higher incidence rate in the pediatric population than in the adult
population (The Joint Commission, 2008).
Ferranti et al. (2008) found medication errors to be three times higher in pediatrics
than in adult populations. Also, Another study found that in a review of the literature that
of 200 consecutive prescribing errors in a tertiary care teaching hospital, 69.5% involved
pediatric patient (Antonow et al., 2000). There are a variety of factors that make the
pediatric population more susceptible to medication errors, and potential complications
resulting from medication administration. One source of potential error lies in the
availability of different dosage forms of the same medication, many medications for
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children come in various liquid concentrations, and multiple medication formulations may
lead to dosing errors (Payne et al., 2007).
For pediatrics, incorrect dosing is the most commonly reported medication error.
There are few standardized dosing regimens for children as compared to adults. Instead,
most pediatric medication dosing is based upon body weight, which requires a dosage
calculation, and can lead to an error. This is believed to be the reason why children are at
greater risk for adverse drug events than adults. Children vary in weight, body surface
area, and organ system maturity; all of which affect their ability to metabolize and excrete
medications. Furthermore, children are often unable to adequately communicate when they
are experiencing an adverse effect and have a limited internal physiologic capacity to
buffer (American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), 2003).
For pediatric MEs, it has been estimated that 3–37% occur during prescribing, 5–
58 % during dispensing, 72–75 % during administration and 17–21% are documentation
errors (Miller et al., 2007).
Various studies have classified medication errors and their contributing factors in
order to develop taxonomies (Henry and Foureur, 2006). There is, however, limited
researches based on severe reported medication errors made by nurses. Previous studies of
predictors of nurses’ medication errors have focused on observation and minor errors or
what registered nurses imagine being predictive or what errors they remember having done
during their career. It is likely that there is a difference between imagined error scenarios
and true reported medication errors (Chang and Mark, 2009). Factors that contribute to
medication errors are typically divided into two sub-groups: those caused by systems
errors, and those caused by individual health care professional issues, another issue that is
worthy in the third world and developing countries, it is almost impossible to find the
accurate number of medication errors due to lack of proper archiving and

reporting

systems as well as the absence of a data registration system and shortage of research
information. However, according to the increased number of complaints from medical
staff to courts and increased judiciary evidence, experts consider the rates of medication
errors to be high in the third world and developing countries (Mohammad Nejad et al.,
2010 ; Carlton, 2006).
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Clearly, MEs are a significant and a growing problem in health care settings.
Enhanced understanding of some associated factors, such as the hospital unit and nursing
shift, on which the error occurred, might assist nursing administrators to identify common
patterns and improve nursing care, ensure patient safety, and reduce hospital costs. Better
organizational systems then could be designed and implemented to reduce potential
medication errors (Abusaad and Etawy, 2015 ; Mohamed and Gabr, 2010). Nurses
experience were insufficient in medication knowledge; particularly in drug dose
calculations, but also in drug management and pharmacology which can lead to medication
administration errors (Simonsen et al., 2014).
Errors will always occur in any system, but it is essential to identify causes and
attempt to minimize risks, although it is difficult to quantify precisely the extent of
medication errors, they are clearly frequent and often avoidable, representing a major
threat to patient safety. More than one million serious medication errors occur every year
in United States hospitals. Such errors include administration of the wrong drug, drug
overdoses, and overlooked drug interactions and allergies. They occur for many reasons,
including illegible handwritten prescriptions and decimal point errors (Kuperman et al.,
2006).
1.2 Research problem
Nurses play a critical, albeit relatively invisible role in preventing MEs, The
frequency of MEs has been found to be the highest at patient care transition points.
Transition points include: admission to the hospital, transfer from one unit to another,
change in the caregiver responsible for a patient, and during discharge to the home or
another facility. These errors are most frequently related to incomplete or inaccurate
medical information (Rozich and Resar, 2001). Pronovost et al. (2003) estimated that
the medication error rate at transition points to be 46% of all errors. Although errors can
happen throughout every step of the medication process, experts say that they occur most
frequently during the prescribing and administering stages.
In hospitals, medication delivery passes through 3 steps, the physician orders the
medication, a pharmacist prepares the medication

and the nurse administers it. So,

medication delivery is not only the responsibility of the nurse; this step should be paid
more attention: If a prescription error occurs, there are 2 chances to catch

it; if a

preparation error occurs, there are 1 chance to catch it; if an administration error occurs, it
3

often reaches the patient. Medication administration errors contribute directly to patient
morbidity and mortality (Tissot et al., 2003; Barker

et al., 2002). In the United

Kingdom(UK) a recent report by National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) specified that
56 % of reported errors associated with severe harm occurred at the administration step
(NPSA, 2007).
A desire to provide patients with optimum and safe care fuels practitioners and
academics alike to create strategies to reduce the likelihood of administration errors
occurring. However, medication administration errors continue to occur. When a MAE
occurs, reporting the error to the hospital authorities is the most appropriate step, since
hiding errors can lead to severe and preventable adverse consequences. Such a reporting
process helps hospitals to identify MAE trends and problem areas, enabling them to
prevent future errors and therefore reduce patient harm and injuries as well as saving
possible additional costs. Many studies in the literature indicated that only 25% to 63% of
MAEs committed by nurses were reported (Chiang and Pepper, 2006). To the best of the
researcher knowledge, In Gaza governmental hospitals, there are many medications errors,
however there is no system to report these errors and document it properly as a result of
lack of research in this area.

1.3 Justification of the study
In response to the unacceptably high errors in health care following the IOM report
in 2000, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), an agency within the
Department of Health and Human Service (DHHS), was congressionally mandated to
create a patient safety research and development initiative to assist health care personnel to
decrease medical errors and increase patient safety (Research And Development (RAND)
Health, 2005). In addition to the AHRQ, the first National Patient Safety Goals (NPSG)
were developed by the Sentinel Event Advisory Group of the Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations. These goals were developed to help health care
organizations improving patient safety by addressing specific safety concerns (Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), 2006).
1.4 Significance of the study
Patient safety, specifically safe medication administration and preventing
medication errors is an important concern that is threaded throughout each chapter, and is
4

applicable to practicing nurses and nursing students. Nurses play a major role in reducing
MEs. It has been found that nursing is the profession most likely to catch a medication
error, not pharmacy (Kohn et al., 2000). Nurses frequently administer medications in
inpatient health care settings, thus they are the last line of defense to safeguard against
MEs as administration is the last part of the medication process (Dowdell, 2004). Pediatric
MEs are occurring at an alarming rate. These errors are both preventable and expensive to
the health care system and often lead to severe and devastating consequences for children
and their families. All of these challenges mean that the safe administration of pediatric
medication requires safe guards beyond those provided to adults, however, this area
remains significantly understudied. Pediatric medication errors can cause disability, death,
physical and psychological harm, and also, increase the cost of hospitalization (Abusaad
and Etawy, 2015; Islamian et al., 2010).
To the best of the researcher knowledge, this is the first study to be conducted in
Gaza-Strip, since there is no system available to report any medication errors that occurred,
so, this study came to enhance documentation and reporting of these different types of
errors, which will help improving the health care system at different levels. In Gaza
Governorates, limited number of educational programs are done regarding medication
administration; in this regard, the nurses depend on their previous experience and past
educational background, thus, MEs are expected to continue to occur silently where there
is no one highlights this problem unless serious harmful effect occur. Identifying the main
types, causes and barriers will be the first step to understand the extent of the problem and
could be a base line to a stakeholders to set strategies to minimize this problem.
1.5 Objectives of the study
1.5.1 Main objective of the study
The main aim of this study is to investigate the nurses‟ perception and experiences
of medication administration errors in pediatric wards at governmental hospitals in Gaza
Governorates.
1.5.2 Specific objectives of the study
1. To determine the main perceived types of medication administration errors by the
nurses.
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2. To investigate the primary factors contributing to medication administration errors
among nurses.
3. To explore the factors that nurses perceive as barriers to medication administration
errors reporting.
4. To explore the factors that nurses perceive as increasing their likelihood of reporting
medication errors.
5. To suggest recommendations for nurses and policy makers to prevent medication errors.
1.5.3 Research questions
1. What are the main perceived types of medication errors based on the nurses
experiences?
2. What are the primary factors of medication administration errors among nurses working
at pediatric wards in governmental hospitals in Gaza governorates?
3. What are the factors that the nurses perceive as barriers to medication administration
error reporting?
4. Is there statistically significant difference in nurses perception of the most common
types of medication administration errors based on their level of education, their years of
clinical experience, age of the nurse and gender of the nurse?
5. What are the factors that nurses perceive as increasing their likelihood of reporting
medication administration errors?
6. Is there an agreement or disagreement about some interventional technologies which
decrease MEs?
1.6 Study context
1.6.1 Gaza Strip
The Palestinian territories consist of two geographically separated areas:West Bank
(WB) and Gaza Strip (GS). Gaza strip is a narrow zone of land bounded of the south by
Egypt, on the west by the Mediterranean Sea, and on the east and north by the occupied
territories in 1948. Gaza strip is very crowded place with 46 kilometers long and 5-12 kilometers (Kms) wide and with a total area of 365 sq km (Km)2.Gaza strip is administratively
divided into five governorates: North, Gaza, Mid-zone, Khanyounis and Rafah. It consists
of four cities, fourteen villages and eight refugees' camps. Gaza Strip has a population of
1.561.906 people. Male/Female ratio in general population is 103.100, population density
is 4279 inhabitants per (km)2. Gaza Strip has an extremely high population growth rate of
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over 3.3%, and as a result, some 44.2% of the population is under the age of 15
(Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS), 2010).
1.6.2 Ministry of Health
The ministry Of health (MOH) owns and operates 25 hospitals (13 in GS and 12 in
the WB), furnished with 2,815 beds (1,499 in GS and 1,316 in the WB), of these hospitals
there are the general hospitals with 2,163 beds (1,199 in GS and 964 in WB), two
psychiatric hospitals with 319 beds (280 in WB and 39 in GS), one ophthalmic hospital in
GS with 31 beds and two Pediatric hospitals in GS with 222 beds (MOH, 2010).
Nasser Medical Complex (NMC), contain two hospitals: Nasser (medical and
surgery) and Al-Tahreer hospital (obstetrics and women, and children), the clinical
capacity is a total of 258 beds. The complex is situated in the western area of Khanyounis,
which was built in 1958 on an area of 50000 sq meter m2, and serves the area of
Khanyounis, with a population of 270,979 inhabitants (MOH, 2010). European Gaza
hospital area, which was built in 1987 on an area of 65,000 m2, provide medical, surgical,
and pediatric services (medical a:nd surgical pediatric department). The total clinical
capacity is about 207 beds. The hospital serves the east area of Khanyounis and the
northern area of Rafah.
Al-Nnaser pediatric hospital offers pediatric services, and clinical capacity with
151 beds, located in Nasr district in Gaza city which was built in 1962 on an area 4400 m2,
and serves the area coverage of the province of Gaza from Wadi Gaza, south, until the
neighborhood of Sheikh Radwan north, and with a population of 496,411 inhabitants.
Mohamed Al-Durra hospital for Children, has the capacity of 72 bed, located in the North
of Gaza and it was established on the year 2000 on an area of 1600 m2 ( MOH, 2010).
1.7 Definitions
1.7.1 Definition of Registered Nurse
A Registered Nurse (RN) is a nurse who has graduated from a nursing

program and

met the requirements outlined by a country, state, province or similar licensing body to
obtain a nursing license (Oxford dictionaries, 2012).
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1.7.2 Definition of Perception
Perception can be defined as our recognition and interpretation of sensory information.
Perception also includes how we respond to the information. We can think of perception as
a process where we take in sensory information from our environment and use that
information in order to interact with our environment. Perception allows us to take the
sensory information in and make it into something meaningful (Study. com, 2010).

1.7.3 Definition of Experience
as both time in practice and self-reflection that allows preconceived notions and
expectations to be confirmed, refined, or disconfirmed in real circumstances. Merely
encountering patient conditions and situations is not experience; rather, experience
involves nurses reflecting on encountered circumstances to refine their moment-to-moment
decision making at an unconscious, intuitive level (Matthew et al., 2011).

1.7.4 Operational Definition of Medication Administration Error (MAEs)
Medication administration error (MAE) is defined as “any difference between what the
patient received or was supposed to receive and what the prescriber intended in the original
order (Feleke et al., 2015).
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Chapter Two
Literature Review
2.1 Conceptual framework
Types of MAEs
 Omission
 Unauthorized drug
 Wrong dose
 Wrong route
 Wrong rate
 Wrong dosage form
 Wrong time
Factors leading to MAEs
 Knowledge
 Short stuff
 Workload
 Incomplete order
 Unclear policy

Medication
administration errors
among nurses

Barriers to MAEs
reporting
 Fear of blame
 Time consuming
 Afraid of reprimand
 Afraid of
consequences
 Not important?

 Factors that
 Increase the
 likelihood of
reporting MAEs

Figure 2.1: conceptual framework
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2.2 Definitions
2.2.1 Definition of Medication error
One study based on existing taxonomy and through a modified Delphi-process
consensus of definition and error types were reached among Danish experts appointed by
13 healthcare organizations and the project group. The experts prioritized five definitions
of MEs and score the relevance of 76 error types. The panel consisted of

twelve

physicians, seven pharmacists, and six nurses. Consensus was reached for the definition
"An error in the stages of the medication process - ordering, dispensing, administering and
monitoring the effect - causing harm or implying a risk of harming the patient" ( Lisby et
al., 2012). Also MEs has been defined as mistakes associated with drugs and intravenous
solutions that are made during the prescription, transcription, dispensing, and
administration phases of drug preparation and distribution (Peris-Lopeza et al., 2011). In
addition medication error has been deﬁned as an act or omission involving medications
with potential or actual negative consequences for a patient that based on standard of care,
is considered to be an incorrect course of action (Cheung, Bouvy and Desmet, 2009). A
medication error is a failure in the treatment process that leads to or has the potential to
lead to harm to the patient (Ferner, 2009; Ferner &Aronson, 2006).
The National Coordinating Council for Medical Error Reporting and Prevention has
given the following definition: "Medication error is any preventable event that may cause
or lead to inappropriate medication use or patient harm while the medication is in the
control of the healthcare professional, patient, or consumer. Such events may be related to
professional practice,

incompetent professional, healthcare products, procedures and

systems, including prescribing; order communication; product labeling, packaging, and
nomenclature,

compounding,

dispensing,

distribution,

administration,

education,

monitoring; and use (Abu saad and Etawy, 2015; The Quality Care Committee, 2010).
2.2.2 Definition of Medication administration errors (MAEs)
Multiple definitions of what constitute a Medication administration errors (MAEs)
exist in published research and literature. One definition frequently employed by medical
doctors of

medication administration error is any deviation from the physician„s

medication order as written on the patient„s chart (Al-Youssif et al., 2013; King's College
London, 2010). However, the definition typically cited in literature that is authored by
nurses defines medication administration errors as mistakes associated with drugs and
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intravenous (IV) solutions that are made during the prescription, transcription, dispensing,
and administration phases of drug preparation and distribution (Al-Youssif et al., 2013).
Medication administration error is

also deﬁned as a latent error namely, any

deviation from procedures, policies and/or best practices for medication administration
(Ramanujan and Goodman, 2003). This deﬁnition of medication administration error
emphasizes that although these speciﬁc deviations do not necessarily produce adverse
consequences for the patient, they create conditions conducive to such consequences.
Indeed, a literature review reveals that 79% of adverse consequences for patients were
attributable to deviations from standard procedures of medication administration
(Drach_Zahavy and Pud, 2010 ; Armitage et al., 2003).
A systematic review of the literature related to medication errors in Middle Eastern
countries had been conducted using the following databases: Embase, Medline, Pubmed,
the British Nursing Index and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health
Literature and the administration errors have been defined by some of the studies as a
discrepancy between the drug therapy received by the patient and that intended by the
prescriber or according to standard hospital policies and procedures (Alsulami et al.,
2012).
2.3 Categories of medication administration errors
Medication administration errors can be classified as either acts of commission or
omission, and may include wrong drug, wrong route, wrong dose, wrong patient, wrong
timing of drug administration, a contra-indicated drug for that patient, wrong site, wrong
drug form, wrong infusion rate, expired medication date, and prescription error. Such
errors can occur in either an intentional or unintentional manner (Gonzale, 2011; Jones
and Treiber, 2010; Stratton et al., 2004).
Studies carried out in the US showed that the most common types of MEs were the
following: omission error, improper dose/quantity, prescribing error, unauthorized drug,
wrong time, extra dose, wrong patient, wrong drug preparation, wrong dosage form, wrong
route, and wrong administration technique (Buckley et al., 2007; Wolf et al., 2006;
Kopp et al., 2006).
In Australia, a self-administer questionnaire had been used to get information about
nurses perception for MEs. Nurses said that dose at wrong time, missed dose, wrong rate
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(too fast or too slow), wrong duration, over and under dosage, extra dose and wrong
strength are the main types of medication errors from the highest occurring to the least,
respectively (Deans, 2005).
A cross-sectional study was conducted in 2009. A total number of 237 nurses were
randomly selected from nurses working in Imam Khomeini Hospital (Tehran, Iran). They
filled out a questionnaire and the most common types of reported errors were wrong
dosage and infusion rate (Cheragi et al., 2013).
Prospective review of medical records and staff interviews were performed in a
general pediatric unit and a pediatric intensive care unit in a metropolitan medical in US
and the most common types of MAEs found were:
1. Omission error: failure to administer an ordered dose unless refused by patient or
because of recognized contraindications.
2. Unauthorized drug error: administering an unauthorized medication dose to the patient
(e.g., duplicate dose, wrong patient, unordered medication).
3. Wrong dose error: any dose above or below the ordered dose.
4. Wrong route error: administering a medication by a route not ordered by the physician
(e.g., intravenous versus oral), or medication given at the wrong site (right ear versus left).
5. Wrong rate error: administering a medication at the wrong rate as stated in the physician
order or hospital policy.
6. Wrong dosage form error: administering a medication in a different dosage form than
ordered (e.g., ointment versus solution).
7. Wrong time error: administering a medication at certain amount of time before or after it
is scheduled, with that amount of time being set by hospital policy.
8. Wrong preparation of a dose: inaccurate preparation of a medication (e.g., incorrect
dilution or incorrect mixing of a medication).
9. Incorrect administration technique: use of improper technique: (e.g., incorrect use of an
administration device such as an inhaler or not using a specific injection technique when
indicated, such as Z track method), (Holdsworth et al., 2003).
In the developing countries, limited number of studies had been carried out in this
regards. In Jordan, 200 registered nurses were asked to answer questionnaire about
MEs,126 nurses completed the questionnaire, and results showed that nurses perceived the
following as the main types of MAEs: wrong patient (26%), wrong dose (22%), no or
wrong date (12%), wrong drug (9.5%), wrong time (8.7%), wrong documentation (6.3%),
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wrong route of administration (4.7%), no medication (omission of the dose) (4.7%),
wrong frequency of the doses (3.1%), and finally, changing of medication (1.5%) (AlShara, 2011).
In Egypt, a descriptive study was conducted in pediatric intensive care units,
medical, surgical and urology ward of children's university hospital at Mansoura
University, intensive care units, kidney dialysis at Abou elrash pediatric hospital and
general wards of Elmonaira at Cairo University Hospitals. Eighty nurses were included in
the study. The highest types of MEs as reported by studied nurses occurred when the
medication is delivered by the wrong route in 28.80%, followed by changing of medication
in 25% of subjects and in 23.80% due to frequency of medication; however, wrong date
and wrong documentation were the least frequent in 15% and 13.80%, respectively
(Abusaad and Etawy, 2015).
In Palestine, limited number of studies had been conducted .One study which was
carried out in Gaza compared two types of medication dispensing systems. As a part of the
study, nurses were observed while administering the medication to the patients. The results
revealed that wrong time errors was the most frequent one, followed by wrong dose and
wrong drug. While, wrong patient and wrong route of administration errors were negligible
(Al Adham and Abu Hamad, 2011). Another study had carried out

in West bank

reported that the most common perceived type of medication errors was wrong time, where
79% of nurses reported that medication given one hour before or after intended time
had occurred frequently (Al Sarwan, 2014).
2.4 Contributing factors to Medication administration errors
Contributing factors to Medication administration errors include:
1. Lack of information or knowledge.
2. Incorrect calculations or unit expressions.
3. Environmental stress including interruptions, overwork, and fatigue. Slips and memory
lapses.
4. Transcription errors.
5. Not following protocol including seven rights as right patient, right drug, right route and
right time.
6. Not teaching patients about medications.
7. Miscommunication including legibility.
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8. Dispensing errors and drug stocking policies.
9. Problems with labeling, packaging and drug names.
10. Lack of information about the patient.
11. Giving drug to patients with known allergy.
12. Failure to document previous dose.
13. Infusion pump and IV delivery problems.
14. Not identifying and resolving error trends (Pape et al., 2001).
Tang and some investigators conducted a study to elicit nurses perceptions of what
leads to nursing medication errors and the result showed that, of the 72 female nurses who
responded, 55 (76.4%) believed more than one factor contributed to medication errors.
Personal neglect (86.1%), heavy workload (37.5%) and new staff (37.5%) were the three
main factors in the eight categories. Need to solve other problems while administering
drugs, advanced drug preparation without rechecking, and new graduate were the top three
of the 34 conditions. The errors common to the two were wrong dose (36.1%) and wrong
drug (26.4%). Antibiotics (38.9%) were the most commonly mis administered drugs
(Tang et al., 2007).
Mayo and Ducan (2004) conducted a survey for 983 American nurses who were
asked to rank causes of medication errors as perceived by them. Results showed that the
top three ranked (out of 10) perceived causes of drug errors were doctors‟ handwriting was
difficult to read or illegible, nurses were distracted, and nurses were tired and exhausted.
In Australia, 154 registered nurses completed the Medication Error Questionnaire
(MEQ) that was developed by the researcher, and the study revealed that medication error
occurred

mostly when the physician‟s hand writing on the doctor‟s order form was

difficult to read or illegible, nurses were distracted by other patients, coworkers, or events
on the unit, nurses were tired and exhausted,

confusion between 2 drugs with similar

names, dose miscalculation by the nurse, the physician prescribed a wrong dose, the nurse
failed to check the patient‟s name band with the Medication Administration Record
(MAR), the nurse set up or adjusted an infusion device incorrectly, the medication
labels/packaging were of poor quality or damaged, and when nurses were confused by the
different types and functions of infusion devices (Deans, 2005).
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In a cross-sectional study of all Emergency Departments (EDs) in US, errors were
reported to the MEDMARX system between 2000 and 2004. MEDMARX is an
anonymous, confidential, de-identified, internet-accessible medication error-reporting
program designed to allow hospitals to report, track, and share error data in a standardized
format. There were 13,932 medication errors from 496 EDs analyzed. The error rate was
78 reports per 100,000 visits. The most common type of error was improper dose/quantity
(18%). Leading causes were not following procedure/protocol (17%), and poor
communication (11%), whereas contributing factors were distractions (7.5%), emergency
situations (4.1%), and workload increase (3.4%) (Pharm et al., 2011).
In a descriptive cross-sectional study, conducted in Turkey in 2012, one hundred
seventy four nurses were asked to report their views on the causes and reporting of MEs.
Results showed that the main cause for MEs was tiredness and exhaust. The second main
reason was distraction by patients, other co-workers or events on the unit. Confusion due to
similarity of two drug names, dose miscalculation, physician prescribes the wrong dose,
nurse set up or adjusted an infusion device incorrectly, confusion of the different types and
functions of infusion devices, physician‟s illegible hand writing, and finally MEs occurred
due to medication labels/packaging are of poor quality or damaged (Unver et al., 2012).
In a descriptive, cross‑sectional study, the nurses were selected from inpatient
pediatric wards of 4 hospitals in Turkey; 119 pediatric nurses agreed to participate in the
research and completed semi‑structured

questionnaires. The result showed that

the

primary causes of MEs were predominantly long work hours (68.1%), a high patient/nurse
ratio (58.8%), and unavailability of medications in dosages and forms appropriate for
pediatric patients (56.3%) (Toruner and Uysal, 2009).
A cross- sectional study designed by using a self-administered questionnaire
carried out in Malaysia. The factors which contributed to medication errors among nurses
were heavy workload and complicated orders (95.8%), followed by percentage new staff
( 81.2 %) and personal neglected (66%). Another factor was unfamiliarity with medication
( 45.8%) (Johari et al., 2013).
The factors contributed to MEs were reported in Middle East (Egypt, Jordan). The
most common factors reported were as follows: lack of knowledge of prescribing skills,
lack of pharmacological knowledge of physicians and nurses, poor compliance with drug
prescribing and administration guidelines, lack of reporting of MEs, heavy workload and
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new staff and miscommunications between health care professionals ( Islamian et al.,
2010; Koohestani et al., 2009; Koohestani et al., 2008).
Other studies showed that some factors such as medication miscalculations, lack of
knowledge and proficiency as well as neglecting t he hospital's medication protocol due to
lack of time, extreme tiredness, inadequate work experience and inappropriate work
environment may all be related to the medication errors made by the nurses (Carlton and
Blegen, 2006). Some of the knowledge-based causes include, inadequate pharmaceutical
knowledge and experience, no awareness about patients‟ and drug mathematical
calculations (Fry and Dacey, 2007).
In a descriptive cross-sectional study in Iran, 150 registered nurses who worked in
different wards of four teaching hospitals of Qazvin University of Medical Sciences in
2010 were selected through proportional random sampling and completed a researchermade questionnaire. Among three categories of factors contributing in medication errors
occurrence, the nurse-related factors were the most effective (55.44 ± 9.14), while the
factors related to the management system (52.84 ± 11.24) and ward environment (44.0 ±
10.89) were less effective respectively. In the personal factors category, from the nurses‟
point of view, factors such as nurse's carelessness, tiredness caused by excessive overtime
work, inadequate knowledge in pharmacology and insufficient experience were the most
effective factors; and factors such as financial problems and lack of interest in nursing job
were the least effective factors. Among management-related factors, the most effective
factors were the incorrect transfer of medication orders from the patients‟ file into their
kardex, and from kardex into the medicine card, the illegibility of physician's order in
patient's file, the illegibility of patient's medicine card and kardex. The least effective
factor in this category was working in different shifts. The most effective environmentrelated factor was ward's heavy workload; the size of the treatment room and the instability
of patient's condition were the least effective factors (Sharokhi et al., 2013).
A study was conducted in Jordan to study the MEs. The researchers used the
Modified Gladstone‟s scale to collect data on rate, causes and reporting of MEs. Results
showed that the Jordanian nurses in an educational hospital classified causes of MEs from
the most to the least were: poor quality or damage of medication labels/packaging,
confusion by the different types and functions of infusion devices, nurses distraction by
other patients, coworkers or events on the unit, difficulty in dealing or setting infusion
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devices, tiredness and exhaust by nurses, failure to check the patient's name band, wrong
dose prescription by the physician, confusion between two medications with similar
names, the physician writing on the doctor's order form was difficult to read or illegible,
and finally dose miscalculation ( Mrayyan et al., 2007).
A survey method was used to collect data using the Modified Gladstone‟s Scale of
MEs in Egypt. A sample of 186 nurses was obtained from three hospitals, 115 from
Intensive Care Unit (ICU) and 71 from wards in the three hospitals. The results showed
that there was no statistical significant difference between nurses in wards and nurses in
ICU where both groups (66.1%and 60.6%, respectively) agreed that the most common
causes of MEs occurred when the nurse failed to check the patient‟s name band with the
Medication Administration Record (MAR), followed by the physician‟s writing on the
doctor‟s order form was difficult to read or illegible as reported by nurses (44.3%) in wards
and drug errors occurred when the physician prescribed the wrong dose as reported by
nurses (49.3%) in ICU, while both groups agreed that the least common cause of
medication error occurred when there was confusion between 2 drugs with similar name
(Bakr and Atalla, 2012).
Another study was conducted in Egypt used the factor analysis for reasons of why
medication administration errors occurred. The exploratory factor analysis reveals the
consistent presence of five valid and reliable factors for reasons why MAEs occur. When
responses across nurses were combined, nurses - physician reasons included 12 items such
as physicians medication orders were not legible; poor communication between nurses and
physicians. Pharmacy reasons included 5 items such as pharmacy delivered incorrect doses
to the unit; pharmacists were not available 24 hours a day. Documentation - transcription
reasons included 6 items such as nurses on the unit did not adhere to the approved
medication administration procedure; errors are made in the Medication Kardex . System
reasons included 3 items such as frequent substitution of drugs, nurses got pulled between
teams and from other units. Medications packaging reasons included 3 items such as the
names of many medications were similar and different medications looked alike.
Accordingly, the ranking of the five mean values of causes showed that the medication
package reason (63.5%) was perceived as the most important factor for reasons of MAEs
occur, followed by system reason (51.4%), then documentation-transcription reason
(47.5%), and after that nurse - physician reason (42.8%). Finally, pharmacy reason (39.3%)
was perceived as the least reason of MAEs occured (Al-Youssif et al., 2013).
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Abusaad and Etawy (2015) studied the Concerning causes of errors in Egypt. The
highest cause of medication errors was due to heavy workload (51.3%) by the nurses,
followed by personal neglect (27.5%), whereas, the lowest cause of medication errors was
due to unfamiliarity with medication (20%).
In Palestine, Al Sarwan (2014) reported that heavy work load was reported as the
first leading factor for medication error reported by 80% of the nurses, followed by in
adequate staff.
2.5 Medication administration errors reporting
Reporting is Health care providers‟ (HCPs) communication of safety issues and
experiences of errors to the incident reporting committee. Reporting can be either by ﬁlling
an electronic form or a paper based

report form containing, but not limited to

a

description of the event, the place, the time and the people involved in the event
(Christiaans-Dingelhoff et al., 2011). When a MAE occurs, reporting the error to the
hospital authorities is the most appropriate step, since hiding errors can lead to severe and
preventable adverse consequences. Such a reporting process helps hospitals to identify
MAE trends and problem areas, enabling them to prevent future errors and therefore
reduce patient harm and injuries as well as saving possible additional costs. Many studies
in the literature indicated that only 25% to 63% of MAEs committed by nurses were
reported (Chiang and Pepper, 2006). Despite the importance of reporting incidents in
enhancing patient safety and quality of care, medical errors were largely under-reported
across health care organizations ( Hajibabaee et al., 2014). Under- reporting is considered
as an invasion of ethical principles. A study showed that errors of both commission and
omission went unreported. Failure to administer a medication was the most under-reported
error because nurses perceived that patients would not be harmed in this situation.
Conversely, errors resulting in over medication were the most frequently reported
(Wakefield et al., 1996).
Despite the fact that reporting of medication error is very important in order to
control those errors and help to identify them to minimize their occurrence, studies showed
that less than 25% of MEs were reported using incidence report (IR) ( Pepper, 1995). The
aim of one of the studies which made in a Korean hospital was to estimate the reporting
rate of near-misses among pharmacists in Korean hospitals, and to identify the factors that
contributed to reporting medication errors. The pharmacists were asked to describe their
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experiences of near-misses in dispensing, administration, and prescribing, and to indicate
the percentage of near-misses they reported. Additionally, the researcher asked questions
related to the perception of medication errors and barriers to reporting medication errors.
Five or more near-misses per month were experienced by 14.8%, 41.3%, and 43.9% of
respondents for dispensing, administration, and prescribing errors, respectively. The
percentages of respondents who stated that, all near-misses involving dispensing errors,
administration errors, and prescribing errors were 43.7%, 57.4%, and 37.1%, respectively.
Unclear reporting protocols and the absence of harm done to patients were significant
factors contributed to failure of medication errors reporting (Kang et al., 2017).
One study found that pediatric nurses estimated that only 67% of medication errors
on their patient care units were actually reported ( Stratton et al., 2004 ). This study asked
for reasons as to why medication errors were under-reported, and both individual/personal
and management-related reasons were selected by the participants, suggested the need to
develop a unit/hospital culture supportive of error reporting (Stratton et al., 2004). In
Taiwan, it was demonstrated that 88.9% of medication administration errors were reported
orally, whereas 19.0% were reported through the hospital internet system (Yung et al.,
2016). In a study that conducted in Turkey, 600 nurses filled the modified Gladstone
questionnaire to describe their reporting attitude; results showed that 41.6% of the MEs
were reported (Unver et al., 2012). Another study compared survey results with written
incident reports and found that of the 89 MEs observed by the nurses, the respondents
indicated that only 17 of the medication errors resulted in completion of an incident report
(Antonow et al., 2000). A result of a research demonstrated that the likelihood of
preventing a medication error from reaching the patient declined in the later stages of the
medication process, the likelihood of a formal written IR increased in the later stages of the
medication process. It was found that out of the medication errors that were not prevented
and actually reached the patient, 38% of the medication errors that occurred during the
ordering/prescribing phase were reported, 36% of the medication errors that occurred
during the transcription/verification phase were reported, 47% of the medication errors that
occurred during the dispensing/ delivery phase were reported, and 65% of the medication
errors that occurred during the administration phase were reported. Nurses were asked
about their reporting attitude regarding percentage of all MEs that were reported to the
nurse manager by the completion of an IR, 45.6% of the nurses stated that all MEs were
reported using IR, although 92.6% indicated that they knew what constituted a ME, and
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91.3% of them said that they knew when to report ME using IR (Mayo and Duncan,
2004). Also in Saudi Arabia, a cross-sectional survey was conducted among 307 nurses
assigned to various service units. The results indicated that more than half of the nurses
(58.96%) reported actual MEs between 0% and 20% which suggested that there was
under-reporting. Another 18.89% reported actual errors between 81% and 100%. The
results also suggested that, at most, 79% of actual errors that were committed were not
reported (Abo shaiqah, 2013).
A study by Ferranti et al. (2008) compared a voluntary safety reporting system
and a computerized errors surveillance system with regards to frequency of rates of errors.
It was found that the incidence of MAEs was comparable with an overall rate of 1.8 per
1000 patient days with the voluntary reporting and 1.6 MAEs per 1000 patient days with
the computerized system. While the incidence of MAEs was not statistically significant
between the two systems, the researchers found that the voluntary system provided greater
insight into system failures, such as drug omission, administration errors, and lapses in
clinical monitoring. These types of errors were not easily detected by automated
techniques, emphasizing the need for an approach that incorporates the strengths of each
method, so that detection of Adverse Drug Events (ADEs) in the pediatric population can
be maximized. Previous studies examining MEs reporting mainly focused on hospitals and
specialty settings. Less was known about reporting in primary care facilities even-though
the probability of MEs was high in this setting. A recent literature review on medication
safety in Australia reported that 8.5-12% of people who attended the general practice
experienced adverse medication effects in the past six months (Roughead et al., 2013).
Studies in an Italian ICU showed that facilitated reports by staff revealed only half the
events found by direct observation (Ferner et al., 2009; Maurizia Capuzzo et al., 2005).
In a study in Palestine, nurses were asked about the action they used to do if they did a ME
whether they completed an IR or they reported the ME verbally. For each question a
likert scale had been used, most of the nurses reported ME verbally and not in writing (Al
Sarwan, 2014).
2.6 Barriers for reporting
Barriers to reporting incidents are those factors that inhibit the process of reporting
incidents in hospitals. Evans et al.( 2006) used an anonymous survey of 186 doctors and
587 nurses from diverse clinical settings in six South Australian hospitals. The most
frequently stated barrier to reporting for doctors and nurses was lack of feedback. They
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also found that, the more power hierarchy and face saving concern the nurses agreed on
(e.g., respect for tradition and authority, group harmony), the more barriers they perceived.
The relationship between barriers and work environment (e.g., quality management, peer
relations, working conditions) was found to be negative. Also, weak and fear from the
legal consequences was another barrier of revealing an error (Evans et al., 2006).
According to the literature, there were many differences between countries
regarding barriers to reporting incidents. In the US, lack of time and lack of knowledge of
what types of medical incidents to be reported were the main two factors preventing
reporting incidents (Coyle et al., 2005). In the UK, physicians and nurses reported that
there was no need to report minor unintentional errors and it was an unnecessary process
(Lawton and Parker, 2002).
According to the nurses, the main causes behind not reporting a MEs, were “fear of
manager reaction” (76.9%), “fear of coworkers‟ reactions” (61.4%), and “not thinking an
error was serious enough” (52.9%). However, the majority of nurses (80.4%) did not seem
to fear from disciplinary action (losing one‟s job) due to committing an error ( Mayo and
Duncan, 2004). Many factors prevented

nurses from reporting an error as nurses

ignorance of the exact definition of a medication error, or when it should be reported, or
due to fear of their manger (Mrayyan et al., 2007; Gladstone, 1995).
In another study that describes the reasons of MAEs may not be reported and to
analyze the resulting subscale at the nursing unit level, from a non-random, convenience
sample of nurses from 29 of Iowa‟s acute care hospitals, a total of 1,428 usable surveys
were returned. A confirmatory factor analysis supported a four-factor model of reasons
why MAEs may not be reported: (a) administrative response; (b) fear; (c) disagreement
over an error; and (d) reporting effort. In addition, the mean subscale values were again
found in the central range of the scale, indicated neither strong agreement nor disagreement
with a particular set of reasons for why MAEs may not be reported, though overall there
was a somewhat higher level of agreement with the fear and administrative response
subscales. Supervisors demonstrated a much larger range of subscale values as compared
to staff nurses. More importantly, staff and supervisor nurses working on the same unit
varied considerably across the four subscales. If there is disagreement between nurses and
staff over what constitutes an error, or if supervisor nurses demonstrate a lack of
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understanding of their staff‟s perceptions, then interventions to encourage MAE reporting
may not work (Wakefield et al., 1996).
In another study, nurses arranged the main barriers against reporting a MEs as: fear
of their supervisors‟ reactions, fear of their colleagues‟ reactions, thinking that a
medication error was not as important as it should be reported and fear of losing their job
(Unver et al., 2012).
Another study explored barriers to nurses' reporting of medication errors and near
misses in hospital settings. In which, Medline, CINAHL, PubMed and Cochrane Library in
addition to Google and Google Scholar and reference lists of relevant studies published in
English between January 1981 and April 2015 were searched for relevant qualitative,
quantitative or mixed methods empirical studies or unpublished PhD theses. Papers with a
primary focus on barriers to reporting medication errors and near misses in nursing were
included and results showed that, from 4038 identified records, 38 studies were included
in the synthesis. Findings suggested that organizational barriers such as culture, the
reporting system and management behavior in addition to personal and professional
barriers such as fear, accountability and characteristics of nurses were barriers to reporting
medication errors (Vrbnjak et al., 2016).
A cross-sectional, descriptive survey with a self-administered questionnaire was
completed by the nurses of a medical center hospital in Taiwan. A total of 306 nurses
participated in the study. Nurses' attitudes towards medication administration error
reporting were inclined towards positive. The major perceived barrier was fear of the
consequences after reporting (Yung et al., 2016).
Haw et al. (2014) studied the reasons given by psychiatric nurses for not reporting
a medication error made by a colleague and the perceived barriers to near-miss reporting.
Fifty nurses were presented with clinical vignettes about error and near-miss reporting
and interviewed about their likely actions and about their views and perceptions. Less than
half of participants reported an error made by a colleague (48%) or a near-miss involving
themselves (40%). Thematic analysis revealed common themes for both not reporting an
error or a near-miss were knowledge, fear, burden of work, and excusing the error. In
Jordan, the major barriers to reporting incidents were a belief that there was no point in
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reporting near-misses, lack of feedback between nurses and physicians and fear of
disciplinary actions (AbuAlRub et al., 2015).
A study by Chiang and Pepper (2006) sought to identify Taiwanese nurses‟
perceptions of barriers to reporting medication errors and to examine the relationship
between the barriers, cultural factors, and work environment in Taiwan. Survey data were
collected from a total of 597 nurses. The findings showed that the major perceived barrier
to reporting medication errors was fear (e.g. blame, incompetence, reporting consequence),
followed by administrative barriers (e.g., no positive feedback, focus on individual).
A cross-sectional study was done on the nursing staff of Shohada Tajrish Hospital,
Tehran, Iran in 2012. The data was gathered through a questionnaire- made by the
researchers. The results showed that the most important factors in refusal to report
medication errors among the nurses under investigation were lack of recording system for
medication errors and reporting them to hospital authorities, lack of appropriate feedback,
and lack of a clear definition for medication errors, respectively. The least important
factors in not reporting medication errors among nurses were the fear of facing legal
authorities, the fear of job losing and fear of consequences and adverse effects of
medication errors, respectively (Mostafaei et al., 2014).
Some studies indicated that the most cited reasons why MAEs were not reported
was fear from being blamed, fear of losing job, fear from being considered as troublemaker
( Kim et al., 2011; Sarvadikar et al., 2010; Mrayyan et al., 2007). In a study in Western
Iran conducted by Tabatabaee et al. (2014), the results showed that fear of legal
involvements was found to be the most important cause of under-reporting, followed by
fear of losing job, and fear of the consequences of a medication error. On the other hand,
forgetting, time-consumption nature of recording errors, and inadequate knowledge about
whether an error occurred was identified as the three factors with the lowest contribution to
under-reporting.
In Saudi Arabia, a cross-sectional study, whereby responses were collected from
300 nurses of King Fahad Medical City in Riyadh Region. Administrative response was
the main perceived barrier to MAE reporting, followed by fear barriers. The significant
administrative barriers included emphasized the MAE as measure of the quality of nursing
care provided, and focusing on the individual rather than looking at the systems as a
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potential cause of the error ( Mohammad et al., 2016). Also, in Saudi Arabia, a crosssectional survey was conducted among 307 nurses assigned to various service units. The
results indicated that nurses administrative response was the main factor why medication
administration errors were not reported. Blaming and focusing on the individual rather than
looking at the systems as potential cause of error were the top two perceived reasons why
medication administration errors were not reported (Aboshaiqah, 2013).
An observational descriptive study was carried out at random selected sample of
Zagazig University hospital, Egypt, where modified Gladstone questionnaire directed to
nurses, and pharmacists to assess their perception for errors, risk factors, reporting process,
and barriers against it was used. Nurses said that the barriers against reporting MEs were
the absence of clear definition for ME, writing a report took a long time, and Focusing on
individual punishment was more than system improvement (Khalifa et al., 2013).
When nurses were asked about their reporting MEs to their manager by completing
an IR, the percentage rate was equal 1% in ICUs and wards, indicated a very few nurses
believed that all drug errors were reported to a nurse manager using an IR. Both group of
nurses in ICUs and wards (69.6 %) were not sure when a medication error should be
reported using an IR. Around half (76.5% and 67.6%) of both groups at ward and ICUs,
respectively, perceived that some medication errors were not reported because of fear of
the nurse manager reaction. Also, more than half (66.1% and 77.5%) at wards and ICUs
never failed to report a drug error because they did not think the error was serious to
warrant reporting (Baker and Attalla, 2012).
In a study carried out in Jordan, the researcher stated that 65.4% of the nurses
reported that they did not report MEs because they were afraid of the reaction they would
receive from the nurse manager, and 59.6% of them did not report MEs because they were
afraid of the reaction they would receive from their coworkers, (41.1%) of them failed to
report a medication error because they did not think the error was serious to warrant
reporting and finally, 40.5% of the registered nurses reported that the main reason for not
reporting ME was fear of disciplinary action ( Mrayyan et al., 2007).
2.7 Factors which increase reporting of medication errors
Although a majority of studies mostly concentrated on the barriers to reporting,
some studies highlighted factors facilitated error reporting. One study conducted on Focus
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groups with a total of 17 hospital pharmacists from 4 hospitals in the North West of
England. The results showed that pharmacists agreed that the severity of any patient harm
was the primary reporting driver. Hospital pharmacists had specific anxieties about the
effects of reporting on inter- professional working relationships with doctors and nurses,
but felt more confident to report if they had previously witnessed positive feedback and
system change following an error. Existing reporting forms were considered too
cumbersome and time consuming to complete, as pharmacists felt the need to find and
record every possible detail (William et al., 2013). Qualitative focus group study with
physicians, nurses, and office staff around the issue of error reporting indicated that
providing direct benefit through feedback useful to reporters, and taking into account error
severity and personal responsibility and anonymous reporting were the most motivators to
reporting (Elder et al., 2007). A cross-sectional descriptive study of approximately 289
nurses working in long-term care facilities in Ontario, Canada, discussed nurses'
perceptions concerning the disclosure of nursing errors and adverse events. Supportive and
open working environment and communication styles that both helped and

hindered

disclosure and adherence to proper protocols were among the reasons deemed to the
increase of likelihood of reporting MEs (Wagner et al., 2013). A similar study showed
that if incident reporting processes were perceived as supportive and formative, and where
protected time was allocated to discuss incidents, then general practitioners were willing to
participate, they also needed to know how the information is used, and whether lessons
were being learnt from errors (Rea et al., 2015). A qualitative study conducted on focus
groups (with physicians, pharmacists and nurses) and in-depth interviews were used to
identify medication error reporting beliefs and practices at four community hospitals in
Nova Scotia, Canada. Facilitators to encourage medication error reporting were classified
into three categories: reducing reporter burden, closing the communication gap and
educating for success. Nurses indicated that they would report medication errors more
frequently if reporting was made easier, if they were adequately educated about reporting,
and if they received timely feedback (Hartnell et al., 2012).
A qualitative study using in-depth interviews of 31 healthcare practitioners from
nine primary care clinics in three states in peninsular Malaysia was conducted. The
participants included family medicine specialists, doctors, pharmacists, pharmacist
assistants, nurses and assistant medical officers. They were interviewed to understand their
perceptions and attitudes towards the reporting of medication errors. The provider related
factors were adequate knowledge of the reporting system, what to report and when to
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report eventually lead to successful reporting. All categories of the respondents felt that the
duty for reporting MEs should be a responsibility shared among all health practitioners.
Nurses and assistant medical officers inform their supervisor, head of unit or doctor,
verbally followed by documenting the incident in the IR book, a sense of responsibility
was found to be one of the facilitators for reporting MEs, a fact which was apparent across
all groups of participants. They felt obligated to report an error that most probably had
serious implications for the patient's well-being. This feeling overrode the fear of receiving
demerits for having committed the error ( Samsiah et al., 2016).
2.8 Interventions to reduce Medication Administration Errors
One of the studies looked at interventions to reduce medication administration
errors. This study made a pre-intervention and post-intervention design that compared
medication administration error rates. The intervention was the implementation of the “10
steps to reduce medication errors” checklist that included providing a plastic pocket card
that was provided to the nurses, and additional copies were placed where medications were
routinely administered. A decrease in medication administration errors was observed after
the intervention, with a pre-intervention error rate of 17.3% and a post-intervention error
rate of 9.2% (Otero et al., 2008).
Ghaleb et al. (2006) summarized the suggestions they found in their systematic
review to prevent medication administration errors, which included checking the name and
dose of the medication and verifying the patient identity prior to administration.
Additionally, it was advised that double-check with the provider should arise anything that
causes concern, including unusual volumes or doses, or concerns from the parent and/or
patient. This theme found that the interventions to reduce medication errors were similar to
current recommendations for safe medication administration practices. Additionally, the
suggestions by Ghaleb et al. (2006), as well as the intervention checklist by Otero et al.
(2008) were in accordance with the recommendations by National Coordinating Council
for Medication Errors Reporting and Prevention (NCC MERP) as follow:
NCC MERP recommendations to enhance safe medication administration:


Clarify orders that cause concern.



Perform the following immediately prior to medication administration: the right
medication, in the right dose, to the right person, by the right route using the right
dosage form, at the right time, with the right documentation.
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Provide adequate training regarding medication administration devices, including
verifying that users demonstrate competency regarding the device.



Use an electronic infusion control devise that prevents free-flow upon removal of
the set.



Use an integrated automated system to facilitate review of prescriptions, increase
the accuracy of administration and reduce transcription errors



Ensure that those who administer medications have adequate access to patient
information as close to the point of use as possible.



Ensure that those who administer medications have easily accessible product
information as close to the point of use as possible.



Administer only medications that are properly labeled and that the label is read a
total of three times including: when reaching for or preparing the medication,
immediately prior to administering the medication, and when discarding the
container or returning it to its storage location.



Discuss with the patient and/or caregiver the name, purpose and effects of the
medication at the time of administration.



Monitor the patient for therapeutic and/or adverse medication effects.



Consider the role of the work environment when assessing patient safety.



Collect and analyze data with regards to actual and potential errors of
administration.



Provide initial and ongoing training for staff regarding accepted standards of
practice related to accurate medication administration.

Establish policies and procedures for the medication administration process (NCC MERP,
1999).
Some of

the interventions have been examined for effectiveness in reducing

medication errors, like Computerized

Systems, Computerized Physician Ordering

Entry system (CPOE) combined with Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS).
CPOE is described as a computer-based system whereby the physician writes all orders
online. CDSS provides computerized advice on drugs doses, routes and frequencies.
CDSS can also perform drug allergy and drug-drug interaction checks as well as
prompt for corollary orders (such as glucose levels after insulin has been ordered).
Good evidence suggested that CPOE alone is effective in reducing medication errors in
a general hospital population ( Hodgkinson et al., 2006). In contrast, little evidence
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was found to support the use of CPOE combined with CDSS in reducing medication
errors and ADEs ( Joanna Briggs Institute, 2009; Durieux et al., 2008; Eslami et al.,
2008; Yourman et al., 2008; Hodgkinson et al., 2006).
A recent systematic review of 10 studies revealed that most of the included studies
(80%) showed that the use of CDSS modestly improved prescription, as measured by
minimizing drugs to avoid, optimizing drug dosage, or more generally improved
prescribing choices in older adults (Yourman et al., 2008).
Another study estimated adoption of computerized provider order entry systems in
reduction in medication errors in hospitals. It conducted a systematic literature review and
applied random-effects meta-analytic techniques to derive a summary estimate of the effect
of CPOE on medication errors. This pooled estimate was combined with data from the
2006 American Society of Health-System Pharmacists Annual Survey, the 2007 American
Hospital Association Annual Survey, and the latter's 2008 Electronic Health Record
Adoption Database supplement to estimate the percentage and absolute reduction in
medication errors attributable to CPOE. The results showed that processing a prescription
drug order through a CPOE system decreased the likelihood of error on that order by 48%.
Given this effect size, and the degree of CPOE adoption and use in hospitals in 2008, the
researchers estimated a 12.5% reduction in medication errors averted in the US in 1 year
(Radley et al., 2013).
Forrester et al. (2014) created a decision-analytic model to estimate the costeffectiveness of CPOE in a midsized (400 providers) multidisciplinary medical group over
a 5-year time horizon 2010 to 2014, the time frame during which health systems were
implementing CPOE to meet Meaningful Use criteria. They adopted the medical groups
perspective and utilized their costs, changes in efficiency, and actual number of medication
errors and ADEs.

One-way and probabilistic sensitivity analyses were conducted.

Scenario analyses were explored. The results demonstrated that in the base case, CPOE
dominated paper prescribing, that is, CPOE cost $18 million less than paper prescribing,
and was associated with 1.5 million and 14,500 fewer medication errors and ADEs,
respectively, over 5 years. In the scenario that reflected a practice group of five providers,
CPOE cost $265,000 less than paper prescribing, was associated with 3875 and 39 fewer
medication errors and ADEs, respectively, over 5 years, and was dominant in 80% of the
simulations.
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The interventions had been evaluated in studies from 3 months to 3 years, and most
studies involved a comparison of computerized drug order entry systems, with or without
clinical decision support systems (CDSS), and/or with handwritten prescriptions. The
outcomes for all interventions were positive and led to the prevention and reduction of
MEs (Al- Agha et al., 2011; Kazemi et al., 2011).
One study found that, in 44% of cases where the system alerted the physician by
computer to a potential risk of an adverse drug event related injury, the physician was
unaware of the risk. However, the system consisted of only 37 drug specific ADEs and
therefore would need to be expanded and updated to encompass a greater variety of risk
(Hodgkinson et al., 2006).
Medical administration records (MARs) are initially generated by order entry in the
pharmacy. There was lower level evidence for their effectiveness in a single report where
medication errors decreased from one year to the next by 18%. A positive aspect of new
computerized MARs was their readability over handwritten documents ( Hodgkinson et
al., 2006). A systematic review and meta-analysis of the impact of commercial CPOE and
CDSSs on medication errors, length of stay, and mortality in ICU were conducted by
Progmet et al., (2017). They searched for English-language literature published between
January 2000 and January 2016 using Medline, Embase, and CINAHL. Titles and abstracts
of 586 unique citations were screened. Studies were included if they reported results for an
ICU population, evaluated the impact of CPOE or the addition of CDSSs to an existing
CPOE system, reported quantitative data on medication errors. The result was a 85%
reduction in medication prescribing error rates and a 12% reduction in ICU mortality rates
(Progmet et al., 2017).
A study conducted in Canada to summarize and evaluate the existing literature
reporting the clinical and economic impacts of using automated dispensing devices
(ADDs) in hospitals. ADDs represent one such technology that is being adopted by
hospitals. A literature search was conducted in MEDLINE, Embase, and all evidencebased medicine databases for the years 1992 to 2012 to identify English-language articles
reporting on the use of ADDs in hospital wards. The result was of 175 studies initially
identified, 8 were retained for evidence synthesis. It appeared that ADDs were effective in
reducing medication storage errors and the time that nurses spent taking inventory of
narcotics and controlled substances. but their impact was highly institution-specific, and
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use of this technology required

proper integration into an institution's medication

distribution process. There was no definitive evidence that using ADDs increased the time
that nurses or pharmacists spent with patients, reduced medication errors resulting in
patient harm, or reduced costs in Canadian hospitals. However, pharmacy technicians spent
more time stocking the machines (Tsao et al., 2014).
Another study evaluated

the economic impact of automated-drug dispensing

systems (ADSs) in surgical ICUs. A financial analysis was conducted in three adult ICUs
of one university hospital, where ADSs were implemented, one in each unit, to replace the
traditional floor stock system, in which, costs were estimated before and after
implementation of the ADSs on the basis of floor stock inventories, expired drugs, and
time spent by nurses and pharmacy technicians on medication-related work activities. A
financial analysis was conducted that included operating cash flows, investment cash
flows, global cash flow and net present value. The result showed that after ADSs
implementation , nurses spent less time on medication-related activities with an average of
14.7 hours saved per day/33 beds. Pharmacy technicians spent more time on floor-stock
activities with an average of 3.5 additional hours per day across the three ICUs. The cost of
drug storage was reduced by €44,298 and the cost of expired drugs was reduced by
€14,772 per year across the three ICUs. Five years after the initial investment, the global
cash flow was €148,229 and the net present value of the project was positive by €510,404
(Chapuis et al., 2015).
In a study compared compliance of Automated Dispensing Cabinets (ADCs ) with
guidelines of the Institute for Safe Medication Practices (US) between 2010 and 2015 in
Canadian hospitals, total number of reported medication incidents and accidents did not
decline between 2010 and 2015 despite the introduction of ADCs. Although monitoring of
the overall number of incidents did not indicate any risk reduction associated with the
implementation of ADCs, any compliance audit of the use of technology should include a
formal evaluation of risk reduction, Although the ADC technology may appear easy to
implement, it requires sustained efforts and repeated audits to optimize its use and to
achieve the promised gains (Bernier et al., 2016).
A study on barcoding Research found that nurse use of barcodes in a point of care
information system decreased the medication error rate in hospital from 0.17% before the
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system was instituted to 0.05% after. However, the use of the barcoding device was “easily
and frequently circumvented” possibly due to:
• Nurse confusion over automated removal of medications by the barcode medication
administration system.
• Degraded coordination between the nursing staff and the physicians.
• Nurses dropping activities to reduce workload during busy periods.
• Increased prioritization of monitored activities during busy periods.
• Decreased ability to deviate from routine sequences.
Individual medication supply systems have been shown to reduce medication error
rates compared with other dispensing systems such as ward stock/stock bottle approaches.
However, it has been suggested that the use of these systems shifts the chances for error
from the nursing ward into the pharmacy, where distractions were also common and errors
may occur (Hodgkinson et al., 2006).
Few studies have investigated the impact of barcoding technology on medication
error reduction during the medication administration process at the bedside in acute care
settings. The purpose of these studies was to determine whether implementation of the Bar
Code Medication Administration System (BCMA) was associated with declines in MAE
rate. Findings from these studies revealed varied findings between studies and among the
5 rights of medication administration (right drug, right time, right patient, right dose, and
right route) in general. Although BCMA did not consistently decrease the overall incidence
of MAE, the technology identified categories of medication errors not previously detected
with the traditional 5 rights approach. The opportunity to analyze the additional categories
of MAE identified by BCMA had implications for patient safety and was perhaps the most
significant contribution of these studies ( Young et al., 2010). The effect of BCMA on the
rate of MEs in adult patients in a medical ICU was studied by DeYoung et al. (2009) in
which medication errors were identified in a community teaching hospital medical ICU
using a direct observation technique whereby nurses were observed while administering
medications. Observations were performed for four consecutive 24-hour periods one
month before and four months after the implementation of BCMA. Errors in the following
categories were recorded: wrong drug, wrong administration time, wrong route, wrong
dose, omission, administration of a drug with no order, and documentation error. Two
evaluators reviewed all errors for accuracy. Medication error rates were calculated and
compared by determining the number of medication errors identified per number of
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medications administered (observed) pre-implementation and post-implementation of
BCMA. Statistical analyses were conducted to determine significance. The medication
error rate was reduced by 56% after the implementation of BCMA (19.7% versus 8.7%).
This benefit was related to a reduction associated with errors of wrong administration time.
Wrong administration time errors decreased from 18.8% during pre-implementation to
7.5% post-implementation (p < 0.001). There were no significant differences in other error
types ( DeYoung et al., 2009). One study was carried out to examine the effectiveness of
interventions designed to improve patient safety by reducing medication administration
errors using data from systematic reviews, in which a comprehensive three-step search
strategy was employed to search across 10 electronic databases. The results suggested that
multifaceted approaches involving a combination education and risk management
strategies and the use of barcode technology were effective in reducing medication errors
(Lapkin et al., 2016).
Another observational study was conducted at an academic medical center
implementing BCMA in the Emergency Department (ED). The rate of medication
administration errors was measured before and after implementing an integrated electronic
medical record (EMR) with B CMA capacity. Errors were classified as wrong drug, wrong
dose, wrong route of administration, or a medication administration with no physician
order. The error type, severity of error, and medications associated with errors were also
quantified. The results showed that BCMA was associated with a reduction in the
medication administration error rate to 1.2%, a relative rate reduction of 80.7% . Wrong
dose errors decreased by 90.4%, and medication administrations with no physician order
decreased by 72.4%. Most errors discovered were of minor severity ( Bonkowski et al.,
2013).
A pretest-posttest nonequivalent comparison group was used to investigate the
effect of barcode-assisted medication administration (BCMA) with electronic medication
administration

record

(eMAR)

technology

(BCMA-eMAR)

on

the

medication

administration accuracy rates at two community-based hospitals. Patient care units
included three matched pairs in the two hospitals: two medical-surgical, two telemetry, and
two rehabilitation units, plus a medical-surgical ICU, an ED, and both an inpatient
oncology unit and an outpatient oncology service at one of the hospitals. Medication
administration accuracy rates were observed and recorded before (phase 1) and
approximately 6 and 12 months after (phases 2 and 3, respectively) the implementation of
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BCMA-eMAR. The results demonstrated that the overall accuracy rate at hospital 1
increased significantly from phase 1 (89%) to phase 3 (90%), if wrong-time errors are
excluded, the accuracy rate improved from 92% in phase 1 to 96% in phase 3. The overall
accuracy rate did not change significantly from phase 1 to phase 3 at hospital 2; when
wrong-time errors were excluded from consideration, the accuracy rate improved from
93% in phase 1 to 96% in phase 3 ( Seibert et al., 2013).
Smart infusion pumps have been introduced to prevent medication errors. Despite
widespread usage of smart pumps, IV medication errors have not been fully eliminated. A
study aimed to identify the impact of smart pumps on error reduction and on the complex
process of medication administration, and strategies to maximize the benefits of smart
pumps was carried out. The medical literature related to the effects of smart pumps for
improving patient safety was searched in PUBMED, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) from2000 to 2014 and relevant papers were
selected. The benefits and negative effects of smart pumps from these studies were
reported. One of the benefits of using smart pumps was intercepting errors such as the
wrong rate, wrong dose, and pump setting errors. Other benefits included reduction of
adverse drug event rates, practice improvements, and cost effectiveness. Meanwhile, the
current issues or negative effects related to using smart pumps were lower compliance
rates of using smart pumps, the overriding of soft alerts, non-intercepted errors, or the
possibility of using the wrong drug library (Ohashi et al., 2014).
In a study conducted at St. George's Hospital pediatric ICU, it was concluded that
standard pumps would not alert for, or prevent drug calculation, drug unit, button push, or
multiple of ten errors when medication delivery data is inputted, and that smart infusion
technology set a new minimum safety standard for intensive care ( Murdoch et al., 2008).
A prospective observational intervention study was conducted in the pediatric ICU of a
hospital in Madrid, Spain, to estimate the patient safety benefits resulting from the
implementation of smart pump technology. During the 17-month study period, the overall
rate of user compliance with the safety software was 78%. The use of smart pump
technology resulted in the interception of 92 programming errors, 84% of which involved
analgesics, anti-invectives, inotropes, and sedatives. About 97% of the errors resulted from
user programming of doses or infusion rates above the hard limits defined in the smart
pump drug library. The potential consequences of the intercepted errors were considered to
be of moderate, serious, or catastrophic severity in 49% of cases ( Manrique-Rodríguez
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et al., 2013). Finally, in a study conducted on the use of smart pump technology in
pediatric patients, the researchers not only looked at the use of smart pumps to reduce
infusion errors, but also adopted standard drug concentrations for their pediatric patient
population, along with re-designing a user-friendly medication label. These researchers
also indicated that ideal implementation included standardized staff education using
scenario-based evaluation of smart pump technology, national standardization of drug
concentrations for the pediatric patients ( Larsen et al., 2005).
The use of a pharmacist for consultation and patient education during medication
rounds and at discharge resulted in significantly fewer MEs. Evidence in the outpatient
setting is inconclusive ( Joanna Briggs Institute, 2009; Hodgkinson et al., 2006). Four
interventional studies examined the role of the clinical pharmacist in reducing MEs. All
these studies were in adult patients only. These interventions led to a significant reduction
in the number of MEs. Most of the errors detected were in the prescribing stage. Incorrect
drug dosing, incorrect drug choice and drug interactions were the most common errors
detected by clinical pharmacists. Some of the intervention studies used a self-reported
questionnaire designed to collect data after the clinical pharmacists established training and
educational materials for inpatient nurses about MEs. No ME data were actually observed
or collected ( Khalili et al., 2011; Abou alsoud et al., 2010).
A study carried out in Italy searched the literature for types, causes, and
contributing factors of medication errors during administration of antineoplastic agents.
International guidelines and recommendations were examined, with specific focus on the
Raccomandazione 14 from the Italian Ministry of Health in hospital administration of
anticancer drugs. It concluded that the hospital pharmacists play a crucial role in
preventing inpatient prescription errors and in managing storage, dispensing, and
compounding of the anticancer drugs. The Italian Ministry of Health issued the
Raccomandazione 14 to provide the Italian health system with shared univocal procedures
for anticancer drug supply, compounding, storage, prescription, and administration. Other
themes addressed are patient and family involvement, humanization of cancer care,
training and accountability of the personnel involved ( Casiraghi et al., 2016).
There is evidence suggesting that having two nurses check medication orders prior
to dispensing medication significantly reduces the incidence of medication errors. Weaker
evidence suggested that single checking could be as safe as double checking, but was
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reliant on the number of medication errors reported in the medication incident records and
may be a conservative estimate of the number of medication errors that actually occurred.
It has been demonstrated that actual error rates could be 33% higher than reported rates.
The authors took stock of the extent to which nursing curricula addressed the prevention of
medication errors, highlighting strengths and pinpointing weaknesses yet to be addressed.
The exercise involved review of curricula at various levels of nursing education as well as
nursing regulatory documents, the reviewed literature revealed that medication errors can
be better minimized by building student' competency in medication management including
prescription, transcription, dose calculation, administration and dispending. In addition,
the clinical learning environment such as high workloads for staff, poor inter -professional
communication and lack of medication error prevention protocol also compromised quality
learning. The ﬁndings provided a guide for curricula review (Tshiamo et al., 2015).
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Chapter three
Research Methodology
This chapter addresses issues related to methodologies used to answer the research
questions. The chapter commences with study design, study population, study setting,
period of the study, sample size, and sampling.
3.1 Study design
The design of this study was a quantitative descriptive, analytical cross-sectional.
This design is useful for describing the study construct. It's suitable in term of people,
resources and it is relatively practical and manageable. This design was chosen also
because it is the useful design and it is less expensive and enables the researcher to meet
the study objectives in a short time.
3.2 Study Setting
This study was carried out at Gaza Governorates in the governmental hospitals
mainly at pediatric wards after simple random sample was applied to choose the pediatric
wards in the governmental hospitals. The hospitals that have been included were European
Gaza Hospital (EGH) , Al-Tahreer Hospital, Al-Durra and Al- Nasser Hospital.
3.3 Study population
The target population consisted of nurses who are working at governmental
hospitals mainly at pediatric wards. The total number of nurses was 220.
3.4 Sample size
Census sample was applied to this study in which all the nurses who are working at
pediatric wards have been included in this study. Hospital

3.5 Selection criteria
3.5.1 Inclusion criteria


Ability and acceptance to participate in the study.



Official nurses with fixed contract.
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3.5.2 Exclusion criteria


Part time nurses.



Volunteers.



Nursing managers (head nurses, supervisors).



Not interested to participate in the study.

3.5 Data collection method
A structured interview questionnaire was used for this study, the respondents have
answered on a likert scale, other questions were close-ended ones. The questionnaire was
distributed in English and Arabic language. The instrument was designed following a
comprehensive review of the literature, along with use of the “Haddon Matrix” by William
Haddon (Christoffel & Gallagher, 2006).
3.5.1 Questionnaire design
The questionnaire included the following parts :
Part 1: Nurses‟ demographic characteristics.
Part 2: Most common types of error.
Part 3: Primary contributing factors for medication errors.
Part 4: Experiences with medication errors.
Part 5: Barriers to reporting medication errors.
Part 6: Factors increasing likelihood of reporting medication errors.
Part 7: Use of technology to reduce medication errors.
3.7 Pilot study
A pilot study was conducted on 30 nurses before the start of actual data collection
in order to provide feedback about the questionnaire and ensure validity and reliability of
the questionnaire.
3.8 Validity and Reliability
3.8.1 Face and content validity
The questionnaire was submitted to expert's panel with experience and knowledge
in leadership and health management to make suggestions and judgment about the
adequacy of the instrument to evaluate and identify whether the questions agreed with the
scope of the items and the extent to which these items reflect the concept of the research
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problem and to evaluate that the instrument used is statistically valid and that the
questionnaire is designed well enough to provide relations and examine variables.
3.8.2 Reliability of the instrument
Reliability of an instrument is the degree of consistency with which it measures the
attribute it is supposed to be measuring. The test is repeated to the same sample of people
on two occasions and then compares the scores obtained by computing a reliability
coefficient. For the most purposes, a reliability coefficient above 0.7 is considered
satisfactory. Period of two weeks to a month is recommended between two tests due to
complicated conditions that the contractors is facing at the time being, it was too difficult
to ask them to responds to our questionnaire twice within short period. The statistician's
explained that, overcoming the distribution of the questionnaire twice to measure the
reliability can be achieved by using Cronbach‟s Alpha coefficient through the SPSS
software.
3.8.2.1 Cronbach’s coefficient alpha
This method is used to measure the reliability of the questionnaire between each
field and the mean of the whole fields of the questionnaire. The normal range of
Cronbach‟s coefficient alpha value between 0.0 and 1.0, and the higher values reflects a
higher degree of internal consistency. As shown in table (3.1), the results were in the range
from 0.850 and 0.883, and the general reliability for all items equal 0.909. This range is
considered high; the result ensures the reliability of the questionnaire.
Table 3.1: Cronbach's Alpha for reliability
Part

3
4
5

6

Section
Primary

contributing

No. of Items
factors

of

medication errors
Barriers to reporting medication errors
Factors increasing likelihood of reporting
medication errors
Agreement or disagreement with some
statements
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Cronbach's
Alpha

12

0.817

9

0.804

7

0.742

4

0.871

3.9 Response rate
The total number of respondents was 189 out of 220 with a response rate of 85.9%.
3.10 Data entry and analysis
The researcher used the statistical package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, V. 20)
for analysis of data. Statistical methods that were used as follow:
1. Descriptive statistics such as frequencies and percentages.
2. Bivariate analysis was used such as t test and ANOVA test to show if there were
statistical significant differences in medication administration errors causes between
socio- demographic factors in the study.
3. Bivariate analysis was used such as Chi-square test to show if there were statistical
significant associations between socio- demographic factors and number of medication
administration errors.
4. Multinomial logistic regression.
3.11 Administrative and ethical considerations
The researcher was committed to all ethical considerations required to conduct a
research, ethical approval was obtained from Faculty of Pharmacy, Al-Azhar University
(Appendix 1) and Helsinki Committee to carry out the study (Appendix 3), a letter also
was submitted to the ministry of health in the Gaza Strip to obtain approval to visit the
hospitals (Appendix 2). Informed consent was obtained from all subjects as well to fill up
the questionnaire.
3.12 Period of the study
The study was conducted during the period from October 2015 to March 2016.
3.13 Limitations of the Study
Limited number of study participants and difficulties in reaching some study
participants were considered as limitations of this study. This study was conducted in
governmental hospitals; the private sector was not studied. In this study, the researcher
used questionnaire which could be considered as not the most accurate method to identify
the most common types of medication errors, yet using other methods like observation may
cause the nurses to do their best to avoid committing medication errors in front of the
researcher. Another issue is that additional types, causes and barriers to medication errors
reporting may be unidentified accurately in this survey.
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Chapter Four
Results
This chapter illustrates the results of statistical analysis of the data, including
descriptive analysis that presents the socio-demographic characteristics of the study sample
and the answers to the questions of the study. The researcher used statistical tests including
frequencies, means and percentages, independent sample t test, one way ANOVA, Chi
Square and multinomial logistic regression.
4.1 Socio-demographic characteristics of the sample
4.1.1 Sample distribution according to age, gender and qualification of participants
Table 4.1: Sample distribution according to age, gender and qualification of
participants
Variables

Number

Percentage (%)

30 years and less

110

5556

40 – 31 years

71

3559

More than 40 years

17

856

Total

198

100.0

Male

102

5155

Female

96

4855

Total

198

100.0

Diploma

47

2357

Nurses

Bachelor

136

6857

Qualification

Master and above

15

756

Total

198

100.0

Age (years)

Gender

Table 4.1 shows that 51.5% of study participants are males, while there are 48.5%
are females. The table also shows that there are 110 (55.6 %) of study participants aged 30
years and less, 71 (35.9%) aged 31-40 years and 17 (8.6%) are more than 40 years old.
Moreover, the table shows that the majority 68.7% of study participants have bachelor
degree in nursing, 47 (23.7%) of them have diploma, while only 15 (7.6%) have a higher
education (master degree and above).
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4.1.2 Sample distribution according to the workplace

Nasser
Al-Tahreer

15.7

Al-Durra

17.2

EGH

22.7

Alnnasser
Al-Nasser
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10

0

Figure 4.1: Sample distribution according to the workplace
Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of nurses who are working in pediatric wards at
governmental hospitals in Gaza governorates. The figure shows that there are 88 (44.4%)
of study participants are working in Al-Nasser hospital, 45 (22.7%) are working in
European Gaza hospital (EGH), 34 (17.2%) are working in Al-Durra hospital, while there
are 31 (15.7%) of them are working at Al-Tahreer hospital.
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4.1.3 Sample distribution according to years of experience, working hours and nature
of the work shifts
Table 4.2: Sample distribution according to years of experience, working hours and
nature of the work shifts
Variables

Years of
experience

Working hours
(per week)

Work shifts

Number

Percentage (%)

Below 6 years

57

2858

6 – 10 years

84

4254

11 – 20 years

45

2257

More than 20 years

12

6.1

Total

198

100.0

35 hours

112

5656

More than 35 hours

86

4354

Total

198

100.0

Morning

40

2052

Evening, night

39

1957

Mixed

116

60.1

Total

198

100.0

Table 4.2 shows that 84 (42.4%) have 6-10 years of experience and there are 57
(28.8%) have an experience less than 6 years, 45 (22.7%) of them have 11-20 years of
experience, while there are 12 (6.1%) have more than 20 years. The table also shows that
more than half (56.6) of participants are working within the range of 35 hours per week
while the rest (43.4%) are working more than 35 hours; this is due to the shortage of nurses
in the governmental hospitals at ministry of health. Regarding working shifts, the table
shows that there are 113 (57.1%) of study participants are working as a mixed shifts
(morning, evening, night, evening night shifts), while there are only 40 (20.2%) of them
are working as one shift (morning only) and 39 (19.7%) are working as evening night
shifts), while there are only 6 (3.0%) of them are working 24 hours.
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4.2 Sample distribution based on receiving any continuous educational program
regarding medication administration and examination of dose calculation skills
Table (4.3): Sample distribution based on receiving any continuous educational
program regarding medication administration and examination of dose calculation
skills
Variables
Receiving

continuous

educational

program

regarding

medication

Yes (%)

No (%)

Total (%)

113 (57.1)

85 (42.9)

198 (100.0)

72 (36.4)

126 (63.6)

198 (100.0)

administration
Examination of dose calculation skills

Table 4.3 shows that there are 113 (57.1%) of nurses who are working in pediatric
wards received some programs of continuing education regarding medication
administration and there are 126 (63.6%) of them have not been examined regarding drugdose calculation within the hospital; this indicate that the examination of drug-dose
calculation within workplace is not activated periodically, and this may lead to some errors
in medication administration.
4.3 Medication errors that have been made during the past 12 months among nurses
which did not cause any harm

13.6

3.5

19.3

63.6

No errors

Less than 3 errors

3-5 errors

More than 5 errors

Figure 4.2: Medication errors which did not cause any harm
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Figure 4.2 shows that 63.6% of the nurses have stated that they did not engage in
any error during the past 12 months. The figure also shows that 19.3% of nurses have had
less than 3 errors, while 13.6% and 3.5% of nurses have had 3-5 errors and more than 5
errors respectively.
4.4 Medication errors that have been made during the past 12 months among nurses
which have caused harm

Figure 4.3: Medication errors which have caused harm
Figure 4.3 shows that 63.6% of the nurses have stated that they did not cause harm
errors. The figure also shows that 23.7% of nurses have had less than 3 errors while 10.6%
and 2.0% of nurses have had 3-5 errors and more than 5 harm errors, respectively.
4.5 Medication errors that have been reported by the nurse or by others during the
past 12 months

2

4 Errros and more
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Below 4 errors

72.2
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Figure 4.4: Medication errors that have been reported by the nurse or by others
during the past 12 months
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Figure 4.4 shows that 72.2% of the of the nurses have stated that no errors have
been reported by them or by other nurses during the past 12 months and there were 25.8%
of them stated that “below 4 errors” have been reported the past 12 months, while there
were 2% stated that “4 error and more” have been reported the past 12 months.
4.6 Association between medication errors which have caused harm and the total
number of departments’ beds
Table 4.4: Association between medication errors which have caused harm and the
total number of departments’ beds
Number of beds
Number of errors

χ2 (df)

OR

p Valuea

15 Beds

More than

and below

15 beds

No errors ®

57 (45.2)

69 (54.8)

1.00

1.00

Less than 3 errors

21 (44.7)

26 (55.3)

0.978

0.948

(95% CI)

(0.499, 1.918)
3- 5 errors

3 (14.3)

18 (85.7)

13.314 (3)

7.263

0.002

(2.036, 25.904)
More than 5 errors

1 (25.0)

3 (75.0)

0.404

0.437

(0.041, 3.985)
® = Reference group, a = Multinomial Logistic Regression
Table 4.4 shows that there is a significant association between medication
administration errors which have caused harm and the total number of department beds
(p<0.05). The results show that with the increase of the department beds, the number of
errors increase, pediatric wards which have more than 15 beds have 7.263 times the odds
to have 3-5 errors than pediatric wards which have 15 beds and below.
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4.7 Association between medication errors which have caused harm and the
attendance of continuing education program
Table 4.5: Association between medication errors which have caused harm and the
attendance of continuing education program
Attendance of continuing
Number of errors

education program

χ2 (df)

OR
(95% CI)

Yes

No

No errors®

63 (50.0)

63 (50.0)

1.00

Less than 3 errors

15 (31.9)

32 (68.1)

2.133
(1.053, 4.321)

3 – 5 errors

5 (23.8)

16 (76.2)

8.113 (3)

3.200
(1.105, 9.266)

More than 5 errors

2 (50.0)

2 (50.0)

1.000
(0.137, 7.322)

p Valuea

1.00
0.035

0.032

1.000

® = Reference group, a = Multinomial Logistic Regression
Table 4.5 shows that there is a significant association between medication errors
which have caused harm and the nurses attendance of continuing education program
(p<0.05). The results show that with no attendance of continuing educational program, the
number of errors will increase. The table shows that the nurses who did not attend
continuing educational program regarding medication administration; have 2.133 times the
odds to have less than 3 errors than the nurses who attend these educational programs.
Also, the nurses who did not attend continuing educational program regarding medication
administration; have 3.200 times the odds to have 3-5 errors than the nurses who attend
these educational programs. While the nurses who did not attend continuing educational
program regarding medication administration; have 1.00 times the odds to have more than
5 errors than the nurses who attend these educational programs.
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4.8 Medication errors that have been made during the past 12 months among nurses
which caused harm between hospitals
Table (4.6): Medication errors that have been made during the past 12 months among
nurses which caused harm
No errors

Less than 3

3 – 5 errors

More than 5

%

errors %

%

errors %

EGH

33 (73.3)

10 (22.2)

2 (4.4)

0 (0.0)

45 (100.0)

Al-Tahreer

22 (71.0)

5 (16.1)

3 (9.7)

1 (3.2)

31 (100.0)

Al-Nasser

40 (45.5)

29 (33.0)

16 (18.2)

3 (3.4)

88 (100.0)

Al-Durra

31 (91.2)

3 (8.8)

0 (0.0)

0 (0.0)

34 (100.0)

Total

126 (63.6)

47 (23.7)

21 (10.6)

4 (2.0)

198 (100.0)

Workplace

Total %

Table 4.6 shows that the total number and percentages of medication errors that
have been made during the past 12 months among nurses which caused harm, the table
shows that there were 10 nurses in European Gaza Hospital perceived that there were less
than 3 errors caused harm to patients had been occurred during the past 12 months in
comparison to 33 nurses who perceived that there were no errors caused harm to patients
during the past 12 months. Also, the table shows that there were 5 nurses in Al-Tahreer
perceived that there were less than 3 errors caused harm to patients had been occurred
during the past 12 months in comparison to 22 nurses who perceived that there were no
errors caused harm to patients during the past 12 months. Regarding to a Al-Nasser
hospital, the table shows that there were 29 nurses perceived that there were less than 3
errors caused harm to patients during the past 12 months in comparison to 16 nurses
perceived that there were 3-5 errors which have occurred and 3 nurses perceived that there
were more than 5 errors which have been occurred while 40 of them perceived there were
no error. Regarding to Al- Durra hospital, the table shows that there were 3 nurses
perceived that there were less than 3 errors caused harm to patients during the past 12
months in comparison there was no more than 5 error or 3-5 errors have occurred. The
highest number of errors were in Al-Nasser because the highest number of nurses
participated in the study was taken from it.
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4.9 Types of medication administration errors as perceived by the nurses

Table 4.7: Types of medication administration errors as perceived by the nurses
Type of error

Mean %

Rank

Wrong time error

34.3

1

Prescription error

32.3

2

Omission error

24.0

3

Wrong drug preparation

21.0

4

Wrong administration technique

20.6

5

Improper dose or quantity

20.3

6

Wrong patient

18.0

8

Wrong route

18.0

8

Unauthorized drug

12.6

10

Frequency dosage error

20.3

6

Table 4.7 shows the ranking of the types of medication administration errors based
on the mean percentage. The table shows that the most frequently occurred medication
administration errors as perceived by the nurses are “wrong time” errors with mean
percentage 34.3%, followed by prescription errors (32.2%) and omission errors (24.0%).
The fourth medication administration errors as perceived by nurses are wrong drug
preparation (21.0%) followed by wrong administration technique (20.6%) as fifth one.
followed by frequency dosage error and improper dose or quantity (20.3) .Wrong patient
and wrong route were ranked as eights ones, the least error occurred was an unauthorized
drug.
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4.10 Differences in “wrong time error” versus years of experience, nature of work
shifts and workplace
Table 4.8: Differences in “wrong time error” versus years of experience, nature of
work shifts and workplace
Variable

Mean (SD)

t statistics (df)

p value*

1.566 (3, 194)

0.199

1.877 (3, 194)

0.135

3.644 (3, 194)

0.014

Years of experience
0-5 years

1.25 (1.00)

6-10 years

0.92 (0.89)

11-20 years

0.96 (0.92)

More than 20 years

0.92 (0.90)

Working shifts
Morning

1.10 (0.95)

Evening, night

1.10 (0.99)

24 hours

0.17 (0.40)

Mixed

1.01 (0.92)0

Workplace
Al-Nasser

1.14 (0.99)

EGH

1.20 (0.96)

Al-Durra

0.88 (0.88)

Al-Tahreer

0.58 (0.62)

*

One-way ANOVA
Table 4.8 shows that there were no statistical significant differences in wrong time

errors related to the nurses‟ years of experience. Also the table shows that there are no
statistical significant differences in wrong time errors related to the work shifts during the
week (p > 0.05), while there were statistical significant differences in wrong time errors
between the nurses‟ workplace (p < 0.05). Post hoc analysis shows that the mean
difference of wrong time errors is significant between EGH and Al-Tahreer; and between
Al-Nasser and Al-Tahreer, but there is no significant difference between Al-Nasser and
EGH, Al-Durra and EGH, Al-Durra and Al-Tahreer and between Al-Nasser and Al-Durra
hospital.
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4.11 Differences in “wrong time errors” between males and females
The results show that there was no statistical significant difference in wrong time
error between males and females (p = 0.370). The mean of males was 1.08 while the mean
of females was 0.96.
4.12 Differences in “wrong time errors” between working hours and the number of
beds
Table 4.9: Differences in “wrong time errors” between working hours and number of
beds
Variable

Mean (SD) wrong time errors
35 hours

More than 35 hours

0.98 (0.88)

1.07 (1.01)

Number of

15 beds and below

More than 15 beds

beds

1.04 (0.96)

1.00 (0.91)

t statistics (df)

p value*

-0.637 (168.45)

0.525

0.308 (196)

0.758

Working hours

*Independent sample t test
Table 4.9 shows that there is no statistical significant difference of mean wrong
time errors and the nurses working hours during the week (p > 0.05). Also, the table shows
that there is no statistical significant difference of mean wrong time errors and the number
of beds in pediatric wards (p > 0.05).
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4.13 Primary factors which contribute to medication administration errors among
nurses
Table 4.10: Primary factors which contribute to medication administration errors
among nurses
Factors contributing to medication administration errors

Mean %

Rank

54.25

1

Nurse works more than 12 hours in one shift

53

2

Nurse works more than 35 hours in one week

47.5

3

Incomplete medication order

42.5

4

42

5

Inadequate information about interaction of medications

41.75

6

Availability of drug with similar forms

40.25

7

Availability of drug with similar names

35.5

8

33

9

Nurse not familiar with unit environment

32.5

10

Hostile work environment

31.75

11

Inadequate information about pediatric medication preparation and

31.25

12

Interruption during medication administration

31.25

13

Unclear policy and procedures regarding medication administration

29.25

14

28

15

Nurse knowledge of medication being administered

27.5

16

Dispending wrong medication and dosage from pharmacy

26.25

17

Short number of staff nurses

Unavailability of medication in an appropriate dosage and forms
for pediatric patient

Nurse has limited clinical knowledge

administration

Nurse must calculate the dose of the drug

Table 4.10 shows the ranking of primary factors which contribute to medication
administration errors as perceived by the nurses who are working in pediatric wards. The
table shows that the most common factor which contribute to medication administration
errors among nurses who are working in pediatric wards is “short staff nurses” as
perceived by 54.25% of the study participants, followed by “nurse work load more than 12
hours in one shift” as perceived by 53.0% of them. The table shows that there are 47.50%
of nurses who are working in pediatric wards perceive that “nurse working more than 35
hours in a week” is a contributing factor which ranked as the third factor. Moreover, the
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fourth contributing factor is “incomplete medication order” which is perceived by 42.50 of
the nurses, while the fifth one is “unavailability of medication in dosage and forms
appropriate for pediatric patient” which is perceived by 42.0 of them. The rest of the
causes are illustrated in the table.
4.14 Barriers of reporting medication administration errors as perceived by the
nurses
Table 4.11: Barriers of reporting medication administration errors as perceived by
the nurses
Barrier

Mean %

Rank

62.66

1

50.66

2

48.66

3

48.66

4

46.99

5

45.32

6

Reporting may insult me between friends

44.66

7

Others will think nurses are incompetent.

40.99

8

Reporting is too detailed and time consuming.

39.32

9

At our facility the blame is put on the individual rather than
looking at the system as a potential cause of the error.
Nurses are afraid of the consequences that may result if they
report a medication error.
Nurses think most errors are not important enough to report
Nurses are afraid of a reprimand if they report a medication error
that is made.
If an error is prevented before it reaches the patient (near miss),
it is not necessary to report
If something happens to the patient due to a medication error, the
nurse will be blamed.

Table 4.11 shows the barriers of reporting medication administration errors as
perceived by the nurses, the table shows that the most perceived barrier is "at our facility
the blame is put on the individual rather than looking at the system as a potential cause of
the error" and has an average mean percentage 62.66%, followed by "nurses are afraid of
the consequences that may result if they report a medication error" and has an average
mean percentage 50.6%. The least barrier of reporting medication administration errors as
perceived by the nurses that reporting is too detailed and time consuming, has an average
percentage 39.32 %.
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4.15 Factors perceived by the nurses which it increase their likelihood of reporting
medication errors
Table 4.12: Factors perceived by the nurses which it increase their likelihood of
reporting medication errors
Factor

Mean %

Rank

58.20

1

If the patient was harmed or potentially could have been.

54.14

2

If the nurse had no fear of retaliation in the work environment.

53.20

3

52.60

4

50.80

5

50.70

6

46.56

7

If there are benefits to reporting such as the prevention of future
errors, improved practice, or increased accountability.

If the nurse had a positive relationship with the supervisor/head
nurse.
If the nurse had positive professional relationships with physicians
on the unit.
If any of the 5 rights (right patient, drug, dose, time, and route) of
medication administration were violated.
If the reporting process was anonymous.

Table 4.13 shows the factors perceived by the nurses that increase their likelihood
of reporting medication errors. The most factor which increase the nurses‟ likelihood of
reporting medication errors is the presence of benefits to reporting such as the prevention
of future errors, improved practice, or increased accountability as perceived by 58.20% of
the nurses. Also, 54.14% of nurses perceive that they would report the medication error if
the patient was harmed or potentially could have been. If the nurse had no fear of
retaliation in the work environment was the third factor perceived by 53.20% of the nurses.
The nurses perceived that they would report the medication error if they had a positive
relationship with the supervisor with mean percentage 52.6%, while 50.80% of the nurses
perceive that they would report the medication error if they had positive professional
relationships with physicians on the unit. On the other hand, only 46.56% of the nurses
perceive that they would report the medication error if the reporting process was
anonymous is the least factor which enhances reporting.
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4.16 Interventional technologies which help in decreasing medication errors in
Governmental Hospitals at Gaza Governorates
Table 4.13: Interventional technologies which help in decreasing medication errors in
Governmental Hospitals at Gaza Governorates
Type of Technology

Mean %

Rank

Smart infusion pumps

63.0

1

Automated medication dispensing

62.25

2

Computerized physician order entry

61.75

3

Barcode medication administration

55.75

4

Table 4.13 shows the interventional technologies which help in decreasing
medication errors, the table shows that the most perceived interventional technology is "
smart infusion pumps" and has an average mean percentage 63.0%, followed by
"automated medication dispensing" and has an average mean percentage 62.25% followed
by "Computerized physician order entry" as third factor and has an average mean
percentage 61.75%. The least factor is "barcode medication administration” with an
average percentage 55.75%.
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Chapter Five
Discussion
The main objective of this study is to assess the nurses‟ perceptions and
experiences of medication administration errors in pediatric wards at Governmental
Hospitals in Gaza Governorates. This section will discuss nurses‟ perceptions of
medication errors in terms of: primary causes of medication errors, nurses‟ experiences
with medication errors, barriers to reporting medication errors, factors likely to increase
reporting of medication errors, communication of medication errors, and perceptions of
medication technologies in decreasing medication errors.
5.1 Medication errors that have been made during the past 12 months among nurses
The results show that 19.3% of nurses have had less than 3 no harm errors while
13.6% and 3.5% of nurses have had 3-5 errors and more than 5 errors, respectively.
Moreover, the results show that 23.7% of nurses have had less than 3 harm errors while
10.6% and 2.0% of nurses have had less than 3- 5 errors and more than 5 harm errors,
respectively. However, the majority of nurses (72.2 %) did not report that they have had
medication administration errors, but some of nurses have reported these errors. In fact;
governmental hospitals in Gaza-Strip have some medication administration errors although
they are not visible. Medication administration errors occur among local, regional and
international areas all over the world, but there should be a control over these errors. This
result is consistent with the result of a study conducted in Jordan revealed that 42.1% of
the nurses had made at least one medication error in their career ( Mrayyan et al., 2007).
The study of Jolayi et al. (2010) showed that the mean rate of medication errors of
nurses was 19.5% while the reporting rate was as low as 1.3% in a 3-month period. In
another study in Taiwan, the results demonstrated that 88.9% of medication administration
errors were reported orally, whereas 19.0% were reported through the hospital internet
system (Yung et al., 2016). In contrast to the study of Stratton et al., ( 2004), found that
pediatric nurses estimated that only 67% of medication errors on their patient care units
are actually reported
5.2 Types of medication administration errors as perceived by the nurses
The results of the current study showed that the most frequently occurred
medication administration errors as perceived by the nurses are “wrong time” errors with
mean percentage 34.3%, followed by prescription errors (32.2%) and omission errors
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(24.0%). This could be related to the heavy work load and shortage of nurses, the main
reported factors leading to medication errors, is when nurses chose to administer the
medications for the patients in the ward in specific round time. However, in the
governmental hospitals in Gaza-Strip, the nurses did not consider the wrong time error as
a major and a harmful one and they tend to report errors when they believed that patient
safety may be compromised. However, wrong time error sometimes could be lifethreatening and the commonness of this type error may lead nurses to accept it and
consider it as normal practice. This result is consistent with the result of Al-Sarawan
(2014)

in West Bank in Palestine which revealed that the most common type of

medication error is wrong time error. However, in Iran the most common types of reported
errors were wrong dosage and infusion rate (Cheragi et al., 2013). In Egypt, the highest
types of medication errors as reported by nurses occurred when the medication is delivered
by the wrong route in 28.80%, followed by changing of medication in 25% of subjects
(Abusaad and Etawy, 2015).
5.3 Primary factors which contribute to medication administration errors among
nurses
The results showed that the most common factor which contribute to medication
administration errors among nurses who are working in pediatric wards is “short staff
nurses” as perceived by 54.25% of the nurses, followed by “nurse works more than 12
hours in one shift” as perceived by 53.0% of them.
These results are nearly consistent with the results of Maurer (2010) who
concluded that the primary causes of medication errors are interruptions during medication
administration, short registered nurses staffing, and nurses caring for high acuity patients,
nurses working more than 12 hours in one shift, and the nurses‟ knowledge level of the
medications being administered. Also, The study in West Bank showed that heavy work
load was reported as the first leading factor for medication error reported by 80% of the
nurses followed by inadequate staff (Al- Sarwan, 2014).
A study by Mayo and Duncan (2004) also identified distractions by other
patients, co-workers, or events on a unit, along with nurses working when tired and
exhausted were ranked in the top three primary causes of medication errors. Results of a
study in Turkey showed that the main causes for medication error were tiredness and
exhaustion, followed by patient distraction, other co-workers or events on the unit,
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confusion due to similarity of two drug names, dose miscalculation, physician prescription
of the wrong dose (Unver et al., 2012). On the other hand, other studies have shown other
factors contributed to medication errors. A study by Wakefield et al. (1996) identified
interruptions during medication administration was the primary contributing factor to
errors. A study by Tang et al. (2007) believed more than one factor contributed to
medication errors. “Personal neglect” (86.1%),“heavy workload” (37.5%) and “new staff”
(37.5%) were the three main factors. In US, the most common leading causes were not
following procedure/protocol (17%), and poor communication (11%), whereas
contributing factors were distractions (7.5%) (Pharm et al., 2011).
Moreover, the results of Al-Youssif et al., (2013) showed that the most common
factors leading to medication errors were “physicians medication orders are not legible”
followed by “poor communication between nurses and physicians” then “pharmacy
delivers incorrect doses to pediatric unit”.
In the current study, there is a clear issue regarding short staffing of registered
nurses at governmental hospitals, the political and economic situations in Gaza-Strip are
bad and there is a problem in hiring new staff to work as nurses, because of limited
financial support, which negatively affect the health of patients and it has its psychological
and social impact on the nurses. The shortage in nurses in pediatric wards make the nurses
too confused and hurry to finish the work as quickly as possible, thus leading to medication
administration errors.
5.4 Barriers of reporting medication administration errors as perceived by the nurses
The results of the current study showed that the most perceived barrier of reporting
medication administration errors is "blaming individuals instead of system " and has an
average mean percentage 62.66%, followed by "concerns over the consequences of
reporting " and has an average mean percentage 50.6%. The least barrier of reporting
medication administration errors as perceived by the nurses is "the insult that they may feel
from other colleagues" and has an average percentage 44.66%. The first barrier is a clear
indicator that the hospital nurses are afraid of consequences that follow the reporting of
these errors, the nurse who is involved in a harmful medication error may be arrested or
harmed so they are not actively involved in reporting these errors. Moreover, the nurses
who had involved in medication errors had social work stigma upon them since they may
have lack of knowledge or bad attitude.
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This is nearly consistent to the study by Bayazidi et al. (2012) who showed that
the most common barrier of reporting medication errors was “blaming individuals instead
of the system” followed by “concerns over the consequences of reporting”. Although
minimizing medication errors is desirable for health authorities and managers, it should be
noted that minimizing the gap between medication errors and reporting rates is also an
important indicator of patient safety. One study suggested that organizational barriers such
as culture, the reporting system and management behavior in addition to personal and
professional barriers such as fear, accountability and characteristics of nurses were barriers
to reporting medication errors (Vrbnjak et al., 2016).
Moreover, the current study results are consistent with the results of Stratton et al.
(2004) which revealed that pediatric nurses identified nursing administrators’focus on the
person, rather than on the system, and fear of adverse consequences were the primary
reasons for not reporting medication errors. The findings of this study revealed that nurses
do not report many medication errors because they thought reporting would result in blame
on the individual rather than looking at the system as a potential cause of the error. Also,
another study identified fear of legal liability, job threat, economic adverse effects, face
saving concerns, and adverse consequences of reporting for the individual as the most
important barriers to error reporting (Travaglia et al., 2009). Also, similar to the results of
the current study, it was found that the major perceived barrier to reporting medication
errors was fear (e.g. blame, incompetence, reporting consequence), followed by
administrative barriers (e.g. no positive feedback, focus on individual), (Chiang and
Pepper, 2006). Egyptian nurses said that the barriers against reporting MEs were the
absence of clear definition for ME, writing a report take a long time, and Focusing on
individual punishment more than system improvement (Khalifa et al., 2013). In addition,
the study of Mardanihamuleh and Shahraki (2010) found legal liability as the main
reporting barrier perceived by nursing staff. Other resources have suggested risk for social
and professional status, legal and economic consequences, fear of development of patients'
negative attitude, and lack of familiarization of nurses with reporting system and disclosure
skills as the main barriers to error reporting (Fein et al., 2005).
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5.5 Factors perceived by the nurses which increase their likelihood of reporting
medication errors
The results showed that the most factors which increased the nurses‟ likelihood of
reporting medication errors were the presence of benefits to reporting such as the
prevention of future errors, improved practice, or increased accountability as perceived by
58.20% of the nurses. Also, 54.14% of nurses perceived that they would report the
medication error if the patient was harmed or potentially could have been. On the other
hand, only 46.56% of the nurses perceived that they would report the medication error if
the reporting process was anonymous.
In the current study, nurses identified the following top five factors contributing to
increase their likelihood of reporting medication errors: if there were benefits to reporting,
such as the prevention of future errors (58.20%), if the patient was harmed or potentially
could have been (54.14%) , if the nurse had no fear of retaliation in the work environment
(53.20%), if the nurse had a positive relationship with the supervisor/clinical manager
(52.60%), and lastly, if the nurse had a positive professional relationship with physicians
on the unit (50.80%). These results are consistent with the previously mentioned barriers
to reporting in this study. In addition, another study showed that providing direct benefit
through feedback useful to reporters, and took into account error severity and personal
responsibility and anonymous reporting were the most motivators to reporting (Elder et
al., 2007).
The study of Bayazidi et al. (2012) showed that the most common factors which
increased the likelihood of reporting medication errors were “anonymous reporting”
followed

by “feeling of benefits of reporting” then “feeling safe about working

environment”.
Devising and implementing effective error reporting systems require careful
consideration in order to modify and reduce the barriers to reporting medication errors.
Since, greater number of barriers would lower the reporting of errors, reducing barriers
would encourage nurses to report their medication errors ( Maurer, 2010). Supportive and
open working environment and communication styles both help and hinder disclosure and
adherence to proper protocols were among the reasons deemed to increase the likelihood of
reporting MEs (Wagner et al., 2013).
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A similar study concluded that if incident reporting processes were perceived as
supportive and formative, and where protected time was allocated to discuss incidents, then
general practitioners were willing to participate. They also needed to know how the
information
Griffiths,

is used, and whether lessons are being learned from errors ( Rea and
2015). In addition a sense of responsibility was found to be one of the

facilitators for reporting MEs. They felt obligated to report an error that most probably has
serious implications for the patient's well-being. This feeling overrode the fear of receiving
demerits for having committed the error ( Samsiah et al., 2016).
5.6 Interventional technologies which help decrease medication errors in
Governmental Hospitals at Gaza Governorates
In this study, the majority of nurses perceived that all four types of interventional
technologies: "smart infusion pumps" (63.0%), followed by "automated medication
dispensing" (62.25%), followed by "Computerized Physician Ordering Entry system"
(CPOE) ( 61.75%), and "barcode medication administration” ( 55.75%) helped to decrease
medication administration error in their hospitals.
The nurses stated that smart infusion pump, which was regularly used in some but
not all hospitals departments, could reduce the medication administration errors because it
calculates the amount of the drug to be infused to the patient exactly, so it is very important
to offer it in all hospitals departments.
These computerized pumps have comprehensive drug libraries, dosing limits, and
best practice guidelines. These pumps are also able to match performance criteria to the
population being treated, such as infants or the children, who would require different
infusion rates and doses. In addition, some pumps are able to maintain an electronic record
of all programming errors and following actions taken by the nurse, which has been useful
in continuous quality improvement programs (Crawford et al., 2005).
One study assessed both the benefits and negative effects of smart pumps. One of
the benefits of using smart pumps was intercepting errors such as the wrong rate, wrong
dose, and pump setting errors. Other benefits included reduction of adverse drug event
rates, practice improvements, and cost effectiveness. Meanwhile, the negative effects
related to using smart pumps were lower compliance rates of using smart pumps, the
overriding of soft alerts, non-intercepted errors, or the possibility of using the wrong drug
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library (Ohashi et al., 2014). Intravenous (IV) drug administration, especially with "smart
pumps", is complex and susceptible to errors. Although errors can occur at any stage of the
IV medication process, most errors occur during reconstitution and administration. Doseerror reduction software loaded on to infusion pumps incorporates a drug library with
predefined upper and lower drug dose limits and infusion rates, which can reduce IV
infusion errors. Although this is an important advantage for patient safety at the point of
care, uptake is still relatively low (Heron, 2017). A number of studies found that
continuous infusion medication errors could be reduced with the use of smart pumps
(Fanikos et al., 2007; Jacobs, 2005; Rothschild et al., 2005). Though the study by
Rothschild et al. (2005) did find that intravenous medication errors could be detected
using smart pumps, most likely, this was due to the ease of by passing the drug library
during set-up of the pump and the ability of the nurse to override set parameters
(Rothschild et al., 2005).
Automated dispensing devices (ADDs) represent one such technology that is being
adopted by hospitals. In the current study, according to nurses’perceptions, ADD is the
second technology which help in reducing MEs. It appears that ADDs were effective in
reducing medication storage errors and the time that nurses spent taking inventory of
narcotics and controlled substances, but their impact is highly institution-specific, and use
of this technology requires proper integration into an institution's medication distribution
process (Tsao et al., 2014). A study showed that nurses spent less time on medicationrelated activities with an average of 14.7 hours saved per day/33 beds. Pharmacy
technicians spent more time on floor-stock activities with an average of 3.5 additional
hours per day. The cost of drug storage was reduced by €44,298 and the cost of expired
drugs was reduced by €14,772 per year (Chapuis et al., 2015). However, although the
Automated Dispensing Cabinets (ADC) technology may appear easy to implement, it
requires sustained efforts and repeated audits to optimize its use and to achieve the
promised gains (Bernier et al., 2016).
The third technology in our study is CPOE which is described as a computer based
system whereby the physician writes all orders online. Clinical Decision Support System
(CDSS) provides a computerized advice on drugs doses, routes and frequencies and it can
also perform drug allergy and drug-drug interaction checks as well as prompt for corollary
orders, good evidence suggests that CPOE alone is effective in reducing medication errors
in a general hospital population ( Hodgkinson et al., 2006). The results of one study
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showed that processing a prescription drug order through a CPOE system decreased the
likelihood of error on that order by 48%. Given this effect size, and the degree of CPOE
adoption and use in hospitals in 2008, the researchers estimated a 12.5% reduction in
medication errors averted in the US in 1 year ( Radley et al., 2013). In their study,
Forrester et al. (2014) compared between the cost of using CPOE and paper prescribing.
The results showed that CPOE dominated paper prescribing, that is, CPOE cost $18
million less than paper prescribing, and was associated with 1.5 million and 14,500 fewer
medication errors and ADEs, respectively, over 5 years. Other studies involved a
comparison of computerized drug order entry systems, with or without clinical decision
support systems (CDSS), and/or with handwritten prescriptions. The outcomes for all
interventions were positive and led to the prevention and reduction of MEs (Al- Agha et
al., 2011; Kazemi et al., 2011).
The fourth technology which help in reduction of MEs is barcoding device. One
study found that nurse use of barcodes in a point of care information system decreased the
medication error rate in hospital from 0.17% before the system was instituted to 0.05%
after. However, the use of the barcoding device was “easily and frequently circumvented”
possibly due to many factors like nurse confusion over automated removal of medications
by the barcode medication administration system, degraded coordination between the
nursing staff and the physicians (Hodgkinson et al., 2006). The medication error rate was
reduced by 56% after the implementation of Barcode Assisted Medication Administration
(BCMA). This benefit was related to a reduction associated with errors of wrong
administration time. Wrong administration time errors decreased from 18.8% during preimplementation to 7.5% post implementation ( DeYoung et al., 2009). Barcode Assisted
Medication Administration was associated with a reduction in the medication
administration error rate to 1.2%, a relative rate reduction of 80.7% . Wrong dose errors
decreased by 90.4% and medication administrations with no physician order decreased by
72.4% after implementing an integrated electronic medical record (EMR) with BCMA
capacity ( Bonkowski et al., 2013).
The current study showed that there was a significance statistical difference
between numbers of MEs and continuing educational programs about clinical knowledge
of drugs. Hospital pharmacists play a crucial role in preventing inpatient prescription errors
and in managing storage, dispensing, and compounding of some drugs like anti-cancer
drugs.
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Some of the intervention studies used a self-reported questionnaire designed to collect data
after the clinical pharmacists established training and educational materials for inpatient
nurses about MEs. No MEs data were actually observed or collected (Khalili et al., 2011;
Abou alsoud et al., 2010). Most of the errors detected were in the prescribing stage.
Incorrect drug dosing, incorrect drug choice and drug interactions were the most common
errors detected by clinical pharmacists (Hooper et al., 2009).
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Chapter Six
Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusion
Because MEs are of such a concern to the public health, healthcare organizations,
and nurses themselves, this study was under taken .This study was carried out at Gaza
Governorates in the governmental hospitals, mainly at pediatric departments. A structured
interview questionnaire was used for this study, the respondents answered the questions on
a likert scale, other questions were as close-ended questions.
The main objective of this study was to investigate nurses‟ perception and
experience of most common types of MAEs and factors which contribute to medication
errors and un-reporting of these errors in pediatric wards in Governmental Hospitals in
Gaza Governorates.
The most frequently occurred medication administration errors as perceived by the
nurses were “wrong time” errors, followed by prescription errors and omission errors and
this concurs with other studies.
The most common factor which contributed to medication administration errors
among nurses who are working in pediatric wards was “short staff nurses”, followed by
“nurse working more than 12 hours in one shift”. Another contributing factor was “nurses
work more than 35 hours in one week”.
The most perceived barrier was "the blame is put on the individual rather than
looking at the system as a potential cause of the error", followed by "nurses are afraid of
the consequences that may result if they report a medication error".
The main factor which increased the nurses‟ likelihood of reporting medication
errors was the presence of benefits to reporting such as the prevention of future errors,
improved practice, or increased accountability, followed by the factor that they would
report the medication error if the patient was harmed or potentially could have been.
The most perceived interventional technologies which helped in decreasing
medication errors is

"smart infusion pumps", followed by "automated medication
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dispensing", followed by "CPOE” system. The least factor is "barcode medication
administration”.
6.2 Recommendations
The health care community must recognize that both people and systems contribute
to medication errors. The focus should be on identifying the error-prone aspects of the
medication use continuum with the goal of improving system safety and reliability through
remedial action. Neither committing nor reporting an error should become the basis for
disciplinary or punitive action by an employer.

Every error should be examined to

determine what elements in the system allowed it to happen. In this way, those who
manage health systems can learn from error and determine what corrections are needed to
prevent similar errors in the future.
Based on the findings of this study, the researcher recommend the followings:
1. A unified clear definition of medication error should be set by the healthcare managers
in participation with the nurses.
2. Building new hospitals and hiring a new stuff nurses and number of beds should be an
appropriate to the number of nurses.
3. Factors that lead to MEs must be considered by policy makers and hospital managers to
set policies and strategies to overcome those factors.
4. Instructions of reporting ME should be set in the most comfortable way. Understanding
nurses' attitudes and perceived barriers to error reporting is the initial step to increasing the
reporting rate. Hospital and nurse administrators should:
I. Be more active in encouraging and creating a culture of reporting incidents.
II. Modify existing systems for reporting incidents that overcome some of the resulted
barriers and require a small amount of time.
III. Create forms of reporting and develop clear guidelines of what, where, when and
whom to report incidents to ensure that reporting is as easy as possible.
5. Providing continuing educational pharmacology programs and motivated the nurses to
attend it: Pharmacological knowledge for the proper administration of drugs and for the
clinical evaluation of the effects on the patient.
6. Ministry of health should aim to purchase computerized systems for data collection and
medication administration.
7. Made the same study in other wards and studying other factors which related to wrong
time error.
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Appendix (4) :Questionnaire
أخِ اىممزض  /أخخِ اىممزضت
رحٍخ غجٍخ وثعذ ،،،
أٔب اٌجبحضخ عّش عجذو ثىشي ،غبٌجخ ِبجغزٍش عٍىَ صٍذالٍٔخ
ِٓ جبِعخ األصهش ثغضح ،أجشي سعبٌخ اٌّبجغزٍش ثعٕىاْ:

مذٍ إدراك ًخبزة اىممزضْن فِ اىمضخشفْاث اىحنٌمْت بقطاع غزة حجاه أخطاء ححضْز اىذًاء
Nurses Perceptions and Experiences of Medication Administration Errors at
Governmental Hospitals in Gaza Governorates
أسجى ِٕه عضٌضي/رً لشاءح االعزجبٔخ ثذلخ واالجبثخ عٍى األعئٍخ ٌّب ٌهب ِٓ أصش جٍذ عٍى جىدح اٌخذِخ اٌصحٍخ اٌّمذِخ
ٌٍّشٌط
رهذف هزٖ اٌذساعخ إٌى ِعشفخ األعجبة اٌّؤدٌخ إٌى األخطبء اٌذوائٍخ فً اٌّغزشفٍبد اٌحىىٍِخ ثمطبع غضح ثبإلظبفخ
إٌى ِعشفخ اٌعىائك اٌزً رحىي دوْ رىصٍك هزٖ األخطبء واٌعىاًِ اٌزً رعضص ِٓ رىصٍمهب5
مالحظاث:
 51األعئٍخ ثبٌٍغخ االٔجٍٍضٌخ ِزشجّخ إٌى اٌعشثٍخ
 52اإلجبثبد عزىىْ عشٌخ وٌٓ ٌزُ اعزخذاِهب إال ألغشاض اٌجحش اٌعًٍّ فمػ
ٌٍ 53ظ هٕبن حبجخ ٌىزبثخ االعُ
□أوافك عٍى اٌّشبسوخ

□ ال أوافك
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اىزقم اىمخضيضو ______
اىبْاناث األصاصْت
اىجنش

□ روش

اىؼمز

ــــــــــــــــــ عٕخ

اىمؤىو اىؼيمِ

□ دثٍىَ

صنٌاث اىخبزة

_______ عٕخ

ػذد صاػاث اىؼمو

_______ عبعخ /أعجىع

طبْؼت اىؼمو

ػذد األصزة داخو اىقضم

□أٔضى

□ ثىبٌىسٌىط

□ ِبجغزٍش

□ صجبحً دائُ

□ ِغبئً

□ ًٌٍٍ

□ صجبحً ِغبئً

□  24عبعخ

□ ِخزٍػ

□ دوزىساٖ

□ ِغبئً ًٌٍٍ

_____
عشٌش

ىو حيقْج أُ بزنامج حؼيْم مضخمز بخصٌص األدًّت أً طزّقت إػطائيا

□ ٔعُ

خاله فخزة ػميل باىمضخشفَ -ىو حم إجزاء اخخبار ىمياراحل اىحضابْت بخصٌص
األدًّت
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□ ال
□ ٔعُ

□ ال

Part (1): Types of errors
اىجزء األًه :ما ىِ أنٌاع األخطاء اىذًائْت األمزز شٌْػا من ًجيت نظزك
اىخطأ اىذًائِ
Omission error
إغفبي اعطبء اٌجشعخ
Improper dose or quantity
إعطبء جشعخ ألً /أوضش ِّب وصف اٌطجٍت
Wrong time
إعطبء اٌجشعخ فً اٌىلذ غٍش اٌّحذد ٌهب
Prescription error
اٌطجٍت وصف دواء خبغئ
Wrong patient
إعطبء اٌجشعخ ٌٍّشٌط اٌخطأ
Un authorized drug
إعطبء دواء ِخزٍف عٓ اٌذواء اٌّىصىف
Wrong drug preparation
رحعٍش اٌذواء ثطشٌمخ خبغئخ /إعطبء اٌذواء ثزشوٍض خبغئ
Wrong route
إعطبء اٌذواء فً اٌّىبْ اٌخطأ
Wrong administration teqniuqe
خطأ فً غشٌمخ إعطبء اٌذواء حغت اٌزعٍٍّبد
Frequency dosage error
خطأ فً عذد اٌجشعبد
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ححذد

ححذد

ححذد

ال

ال

غاىبا

أحْانا

نادرا

ححذد

أػيم

Part (2): Primary contributing factors of medication errors
 العوامل الرئيسة المسببة في حدوث األخطاء الدوائية:الجزء الثاني
ليس
Statement

1.

دائما

أغمب

األوقات

أحيانا

نادرا

سببا
عمى

اإلطالق

Inadequate information about
interaction of medications

عدم وجود معمومات كافية حول تفاعالت

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

2

1

0

األدوية

2.

Inadequate information about

pediatric medication preparation
and administration

معمومات غير كافية حول طريقة تحضير

العالج لألطفال

3.

Nurse must calculate the dose of
the drug

عدم حساب الممرض لمجرعة الدوائية المعطاة

4.

Nurse knowledge of medication
being administered

عدم معرفة الممرض جيدا بالجرعة المعطاة

5.

Interruption during medication
administration

تحضير/االنقطاع الذي يحدث أثناء إعطاء

العالج مثل مكالمة ىاتف أو غيره

6.

Dispending wrong medication and
dosage from pharmacy

جرعة خاطئة من قبل/صرف دواء خاطئ

الصيدلية

7.

Unclear policy and procedures
regarding

medication administration

سياسات واجراءات إعطاء العالج غير

واضحة بالمستشفى

8.

Availability of drug with similar names

وجود تشابيات في بعض أسماء األدوية
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4

3

9.

Availability of drug with similar
forms

وجود تشابيات في بعض المستحضرات

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

)الخارجية لألدوية (تشابو الغالف مثال

10.

Unavailability of medication in

already appropriate dosages and
forms for pediatric patient

عدم توفر جرعات دوائية جاىزة مناسبة

لألطفال

11.

Short staff nurses

12.

Nurse works more than 12 hours

عدد الممرضين قميل بالنسبة لعدد المرضى

in one shift.

 ساعة في اليوم12 عمل الممرض ألكثر من

الواحد

13.

Nurse works more than 35 hours
in one week

 ساعة أسبوعيا35 عمل الممرض ألكثر من

14.

Incomplete medication order.

15.

Nurse not familiar with unit

عدم وضوح الوصفة الطبية الدوائية

environment.

بيئة القسم غير مألوفة لدى الممرض

16.

Nurse has limited clinical
knowledge.

محدودية المعرفة السريرية بالدواء

17.

Hostile work environment

وجود بيئة عمل عدائية

Please identify your experiences with medication errors (please circle number).
A. How many medication errors did you or a colleague make during the past 1 2
months that resulted in harm to a patient?
وُ عذد األخطبء اٌذوائٍخ اٌزً حذصذ ِٓ خالٌه أو ثغجت أحذ صِالئه خالي هزا اٌعبَ واٌزً أدد إٌى إحذاس ظشس
ثبٌّشٌط؟
0

1

2

3

4

5

6
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7

8

9

10

Over 10

B. How many medication errors did you or a colleague make during the past 1 2
months that did not harm the patient?
وُ عذد األخطبء اٌذوائٍخ اٌزً حذصذ ِٓ خالٌه أو ثغجت أحذ صِالئه خالي هزا اٌعبَ واٌزً ٌُ رؤدي إٌى إحذاس ظشس
ثبٌّشٌط؟
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Over 10

C. How many medication errors by you or others were reported over the past 12
months? (Please fill in)
ًٌوُ عذد األخطبء اٌذوائٍخ اٌزً رُ رىصٍمهب خالي هزا اٌعبَ – ِٓ فعٍه أجت ثٕبءا عٍى اٌغؤاي اٌزب
Medication errors that caused harm ____________
____________عذد األخطبء اٌذوائٍخ اٌزً رُ رىصٍمهب واٌزً رغججذ ثئٌحبق ظشس ٌّشٌط
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Part (3): Please rate how much of the following are considered as barriers for
reported medication errors:
 اىؼٌائق اىخِ حمنؼل من حٌرْق األخطاء اىذًائْت:اىجزء اىزاىذ
Statement
1.

عائق

عائق

عائق

ليس

كبير

متوسط

صغير

عائقا

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

At our facility the blame is put on the
individual rather than looking at the

system as a potential cause of the error.

 يقع الموم عمى الممرض بدال من-في ىذه المستشفى
النظر إلى آلية النظام والذي كان سببا في ىذا الخطأ

الدوائي

2.

Others will think nurses are incompetent.

ال أكتب الخطأ الذي حدث ألن اآلخرين سيعتقدون أن
الممرضين ليسوا عمى كفاءة

3.

Nurses think most errors are not
important enough to report

يعتقد الممرضين أن معظم األخطاء ليست ذات أىمية

ألن يتم توثيقيا

4.

If something happens to the patient due
to a medication error, the nurse will be
blamed.

ال أكتب الخطأ الذي حدث ألن أي ضرر سيمحق

بالمريض سيتسبب بإلقاء الموم عمى الممرض

5.

Reporting is too detailed and time
consuming.

توثيق األخطاء الدوائية لو تفاصيل كثيرة ويستغرق وقتا

طويل

6.

Nurses are afraid of a reprimand if they
report a medication error that is made.
يخاف الممرضون من التوبيخ إذا تم توثيق الخطأ

الدوائي الذي حدث
7.

Nurses are afraid of the consequences
that may result if they report a
medication error.

يخاف الممرضون من العواقب التي ستحدث بعد ذلك
إذا تم توثيق األخطاء الدوائية
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8.

If an error is prevented before it reaches
the patient (near miss), it is not
necessary to report

ليست ىناك حاجة لمتوثيق إذا تم تجنب الخطأ الدوائي

3

2

1

0

3

2

1

0

قبل أن يمحق أي ضرر بالمريض

9.

Reporting may insult me between
friends

إذا وثقت الخطأ الدوائي قد يكون ميين لي بين

زمالئي

Part (4): How likely would the following factors increase your chance of reporting a
medication error that you or someone else made? (Please rate)
 اىؼٌامو اىخِ حضاػذ اىممزضْن ػيَ حٌرْق األخطاء اىذًائْت اىخِ ححذد:اىجزء اىزابغ
مرجح

Statement
1.

غير

غير

مرجح

محايد

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

لمغاية

مرجح

مرجح
لمغاية

If any of the 5 rights (right patient,
drug, dose, time, and route) of

medication administration were
violated.

إذا تم انتياك الحقوق الخمسة لممريض (حقوق

إعطاء الدواء) فإن ذلك يدفعني وبشدة إلى توثيق

الخطأ الذي حدث

2.

If the reporting process was
anonymous.

إذا كانت التقارير التي تكتب بشكل سري
ومجيول فإن ذلك سيدفعني إلى كتابة تقرير

بالخطأ الدوائي

3.

If the patient was harmed or
potentially could have been.

إذا تم الحاق أي ضرر بالمريض فإن ذلك

يدفعني وبشدة إلى توثيق الخطأ

4.

If there are benefits to reporting

such as the prevention of future
errors,

improved

practice,

increased accountability.
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or

إذا كان ىناك فائدة تعود عمى المستشفى من
عممية

التوثيق

مثل

تجنب

أخطاء

دوائية

مستقبمية ,تطوير الممارسة الدوائية أو زيادة

المساءلة المينية

If the nurse had no fear of

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

retaliation in the work environment.

5.

إذا لم يخف الممرض من االنتقام في بيئة العمل

جراء ىذا الخطأ الذي حدث فإن ذلك يدفعو

لتوثيق الخطأ بأمان

If the nurse had a positive
relationship with the

6.

supervisor/head nurse.

إذا كانت عالقة الممرض جيدة مع رئيس قسمو

أو مشرفو فإن ذلك يدفعو لتوثيق الخطأ

If the nurse had positive

professional relationships with

7.

physicians on the unit.

إذا كانت عالقة الممرض المينية إيجابية وجيدة

مع األطباء في القسم الذي يعمل بو

Part (5): How helpful has the following technology been in decreasing medication
)errors in the facility in which you work? (please rate
اىجزء اىضادس :ما مذٍ فائذة اإلجزاءاث اىخننٌىٌجْت اىخاىْت فِ حجنب األخطاء اىذًائْت فِ اىمضخشفَ اىذُ حؼمو بو
غير
موافق

غير

موافق

محايد

موافق

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

بشدة

موافق

Statement

بشدة

Barcode medication administration

إجراء رقم سري لمدواء الذي يتم إعطاؤه يقمل من الخطأ

8.

الدوائي

Computerized physician order entry

إجراء نظام محوسب إلدخال األمر الدوائي من قبل الطبيب

9.

10. Automated medication dispensing

صرف آلي/الكتروني لألدوية يقمل من الخطأ الدوائي

11. Smart infusion pumps

مضخات أدوية ذكية يقمل من الخطأ الدوائي

Thanks for your cooperation
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Appendix (5): Incidence Report
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